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1 Introduction 5

1 Introduction 

Vehicles have historically been predominately made from conventional steel. Competition of 
OEMs and governmental demands for safer, lighter and more fuel economic cars led to the 
market entry of new materials such as new high-strength steels or aluminium. In this study 
especially the potential mass reduction impact of aluminium in comparison to conventional 
steels as well as to new steels is examined.  

The main target of this study is, to visualise the weight difference between steel and 
aluminium and to communicate a feeling what a real weight difference can be. Especially the 
difference between recent and optimised steel design compared to aluminium is pointed out. 
So a perception of the differences between aluminium and steel concerning the mass 
potential of the body-in-white (BIW) is given. Therefore the following two often-stated as-
sumptions are analysed: 

1) Vehicle mass can be reduced by 25 % through the application of modern high-strength 
and advanced high-strength steels [IIS06a] and 

2) vehicle mass can be reduced by up to 50 % by the application of aluminium [FUR03].  

The base for these percentage comparisons is usually a 1990’s-era former steel design. In 
this steel design very little high-strength or advanced high-strength steels were used. The 
other side of the spectrum for steel designs is the optimised steel design that contains up to 
90 % high-strength (HHS) or ultra high-strength steels (UHSS). Today’s vehicles are built in 
recent steel design that can be settled between the former and the optimised steel design. 

Besides several vehicle body structures and components made of steel and aluminium are 
described and compared concerning their weight reduction potential. To compare mass in a 
neutral way, performance of the body structures and components must also be checked. But 
to establish fundamental reference points, a detailed description of material characteristics 
and basic structural behaviour for different materials are demonstrated first in this document.  

To show the potential of aluminium and recent steel body structures, the body-in-white (BIW) 
of several vehicles is specified concerning body mass. To show the potential of optimised 
steels concept cars like the UltraLight Steel Auto Body, the Arcelor Body Concept and the 
ThyssenKrupp Steel NewSteelBody (NSB®) are summarised, showing mass reduction 
potential, performance and costs. Furthermore the weight development in the period of time 
between 1990 and 2005 is shown with the example of several vehicles. 

Different components such as hoods, bumpers and front ends are compared concerning 
steel and aluminium applications based on similar performance. The analysis of hoods is 
based on studies by Forschungsgesellschaft Kraftfahrwesen mbH Aachen (fka) and the 
UltraLight Steel Auto Closures study for engine hoods. Also the bumper and front end 
chapters are based on fka studies. 
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2 Fundamentals 6

2 Fundamentals 

In an overview the significant definitions for the explanation of differences in steel and 
aluminium design are described. Therefore material characteristics and stiffness attributes as 
well as important terms are specified. 

2.1 Material Characteristics 

Steel offers a wide range of characteristics because of its numerous possibilities to influence 
the material properties during production and processing. Its characteristics can be in-
fluenced by the choice of the alloying constituents and the manufacturing parameters of the 
heat treatment and forming processes. Recently developed steel grades enable an increase 
in tensile strength and total elongation, so that the material can meet even higher require-
ments regarding the combination of strength and formability (Fig. 2-1). The shown steel 
grades are divided into three classes. Low strength steels are shown in dark grey, high-
strength steels (HSS) in light grey and advanced high-strength steel (AHSS) are shown in 
colour. Stainless steel would be found in an area above that of conventional HSS and AHSS. 
It has a total elongation of approx. 45 to 55 % and a tensile strength of approx. 800 to 
1500 MPa. 

 

Fig. 2-1: Total elongation and tensile strength of different steel grades [IIS06b] 

At the moment steel manufacturers are developing new steel grades called TWIP steel 
(Twinning Induced Plasticity). They have a total elongation of approx. 28 to 62 % and a 
tensile strength of approx. 800 to 1500 MPa [NIC05]. So in Fig. 2-1, they would be found in 
an area that lies even above that of stainless steel. 
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2 Fundamentals 7

The range of aluminium does not cover such a large area in the elongation-strength diagram 
as steel does. The position of aluminium in comparison to steel is shown in Fig. 2-2. In this 
diagram also the area for hard aluminium alloys is given. 
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Fig. 2-2: Total elongation and yield strength of aluminium [UFF06] 

The current aluminium alloy development activities are mainly based on age hardening 
AlMgSi alloy systems. New aluminium alloys are developed and used with the aim to achieve 
a higher strength initial level as well as an improved age hardenability or to improve bending 
behaviour. Other alloys are used to improve crash performance [FUR05].  

Further aluminium grades are developed with a tensile strength of 500 to 700 MPa. These 
high performance AlMgSc alloys are developed especially for future aircraft applications to 
compete with carbon fibre reinforced plastics [PAL06]. This shows what could be possible in 
future, but an application of these materials on the automotive sector is not planned, yet. 

For outer panel applications aluminium alloy developments make it possible to obtain a 
higher dent resistance on the finished part after paint curing. This might lead to the use of 
thinner aluminium (down-gauging) and hence further weight reductions. The use of new 
aluminium alloys with optimal formability, allows higher complexity. So, while maintaining 
stiffness at a high level, the material thickness can be reduced, giving substantial cost 
savings [COR06]. 

2.2 General Structure and Mechanic Formulas 

Fundamentals like bending and torsion stiffness as well as tensile strength are important in 
evaluation of vehicle body parts. Various fundamental parameters are proposed in literature 
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2 Fundamentals 8

in order to compare the lightweight potential of different materials. An assortment of some 
important parameters for vehicle body structures are derived in this chapter. These 
parameters base on material-dependent parameters, like modulus of elasticity (E), density 
(ρ), tensile strength (Rm) and modulus of shearing (G), dedicated to the shape of typical body 
components. So, the parameters that are regarded for comparison of steel and aluminium in 
this chapter are: 

• Bending stiffness parameter: 
ρ

3 E  

• Tensile strength parameter: 
ρ

mR
 

• Torsion stiffness parameter (open profile): 
ρ

3 G  

• Torsion stiffness parameter (closed profile): 
ρ
G  

• 3-point bending parameter: 
ρ

mR
 

These parameters base on the assumption that the basic design of a component is indepen-
dent of the material the part is made of. Specific advantages of alternative materials fre-
quently turn out only after fundamental changes in the design of the component.  

The different load cases on a vehicle body need some basic material properties, that are 
given in Fig. 2-3 for some steel grades as well as for some different aluminium materials. In 
this table the values for the modulus of elasticity (E), density (ρ), tensile strength (Rm) and the 
Poisson number (υ) are given for four steel grades (Mild 140/270, HSLA 350/450, DP 
500/800 and MS 1250/1520) and for three aluminium materials (5457 O, 6060 T6 and 
7021 T6). The modulus of shearing (G) can be calculated out of Eq. 2-1.  

)1(2 υ+⋅
=

EG           Eq. 2-1 

The influence of single load cases on vehicle body structures can be explained in simple 
beam examples at equal performance. One example is the load case bending stiffness that 
can be used for comparing the mass of steel and aluminium. 
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2 Fundamentals 9

Mild HSLA DP MS 5457 O 6060 T6 7021 T6
140/270 350/450 500/800 1250/1520

Modulus of 
elasticity 

E [N/mm²]
210000 210000 210000 210000 72200 72200 72200

Tensile 
strength 

Rm [N/mm²]
270 450 800 1520 130 245 430

Density 
ρ [g/cm³] 7.85 7.85 7.85 7.85 2.7 2.7 2.7

Poisson 
number 

υ [1]
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.34 0.34 0.34

Modulus of 
shearing 

G [N/mm²]
81000 81000 81000 81000 26900 26900 26900

Aluminium
Material

Steel

 

Fig. 2-3: Material properties 

2.2.1 Bending Stiffness 

In Fig. 2-4 the load case for bending stiffness of a beam is regarded in detail. Examples for 
application of this load case in a body structure can be given, e.g. by a B-pillar or the rocker.  

l
b

h

F

l
b

h

F

l
b

h

 

Fig. 2-4: Load case for bending stiffness 

As formulation for the load case bending stiffness at equal performance two fundamental 
formulas have to be used. The first equation is that for a bending line (Eq. 2-2). 

3l
EI3

f
F ⋅⋅

=           Eq. 2-2 
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2 Fundamentals 10

To compare two materials at same performance the load (F) and the deflection (f) are 
constant. 

2

2

1

1

f
F

f
F

=           Eq. 2-3 

With Eq. 2-2 follows the equation for equal performance, that contains the modulus of 
elasticity (E) and the geometric moment of inertia (I). Because of the same conditions have 
to be considered here, the length (l) is set as constant. 

2211 IEIE ⋅=⋅          Eq. 2-4 

The geometric moment of inertia for a rectangular profile is defined by Eq. 2-5. 

12

3hbI ⋅
=           Eq. 2-5 

The width (b) is also set as constant for both materials. So Eq. 2-4 turns into Eq. 2-6. 

2
3
21

3
1 EhEh ⋅=⋅          Eq. 2-6 

Converting this equation leads to Eq. 2-7. 

3
1

3
2

2

1

E
E

h
h

=            Eq. 2-7 

The mass is the product of density (ρ) and the volume (V) of the beam. The volume is the 
product of the three geometric parameters (l, b and h).  

hblm ⋅⋅⋅= ρ          Eq. 2-8 

Comparing two beams at the same performance leads the term for the mass ratio: 

22

11

2

1

hbl
hbl

m
m

⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅

=
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-9 

Because length and width are constant for both materials these variables can be released. 
Together with Eq. 2-7 this leads to: 

3

1

2

2

1

2

1

E
E

m
m

⋅=
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-10 
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2 Fundamentals 11

This leads to the bending stiffness parameter: 
ρ

3 E  

The material 2 is always the reference material Mild 140/270. So, if the mass ratio at equal 
bending stiffness (Fig. 2-5) reaches low values material 1 is lighter than Mild 140/270. 
Additionally the increase of height (h) resulting out of Eq. 2-7 is shown in this table. This 
height ratio is an indicator for the package demand of a material. The higher this value is the 
more package space needs the component to keep equal performance. So in this table that 
material has the most advantages that reaches the lowest values for the height ratio and the 
mass ratio at equal performance. This kind of description is used for all load cases that are 
studied in this chapter. 

Material Nomenclature h1/href m1/mref

Mild 140/270 (reference) 1.0 1.0
HSLA 350/450 1.0 1.0
DP 500/800 1.0 1.0
MS 1250/1520 1.0 1.0
5457 O 1.4 0.5
6060 T6 1.4 0.5
7021 T6 1.4 0.5

Steel

Aluminium
 

Fig. 2-5: Height and mass ratio for bending stiffness parameter (dimensions not restricted) 

The steel grades shown in the table have the same mass ratio as the mild steel and the 
same ratio of height. The mass ratio of the aluminium grades is with 0.5 lower and the height 
ratio is about 40 % higher. That means aluminium is in the load case bending stiffness at 
equal performance 50 % lighter, but it needs about 40 % more package space.

2.2.2 Tensile Strength 

Another important parameter for body structures is the tensile strength (Fig. 2-6). Nearly 
every load on a component causes a tensile stress.  

l
b

h

F

l
b

h

F

l
b

h

 

Fig. 2-6: Load case for tensile strength 
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2 Fundamentals 12

The formula for the longitudinal force in a beam contains the stress in the beam (σ) and the 
cross section surface (A). 

AF ⋅= σ           Eq. 2-11 

In this equation for the stress (σ) that is maximal possible the resistance to extension (Rm) is 
used. The cross section surface is the product of the width (b) and the height of the beam 
(h). 

bhRF mmax ⋅⋅=          Eq. 2-12 

As described in the derivation of bending stiffness the width shall be the same for both 
example beams (steel and aluminium). So the product of resistance to extension and height 
has to be constant, when both materials are compared. 

2211 hRhR mm ⋅=⋅          Eq. 2-13 

A conversion of Eq. 2-13 leads to Eq. 2-14. 

1

2

2

1

m

m

R
R

h
h

=            Eq. 2-14 

Based on Eq. 2-8 the two materials can be compared for the same performance, now tensile 
strength, concerning their mass ratio.  

22

11

2

1

hbl
hbl

m
m

⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅

=
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-15 

The two parameters for length and width are constant for both material examples again. In 
combination with Eq. 2-14 the two materials can be compared by tensile strength at same 
performance as given in Eq. 2-16. 

1

2

2

1

2

1

m

m

R
R

m
m

⋅=
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-16 

This results in the tensile strength parameter: 
ρ

mR
 

This factor should be as low as possible. Fig. 2-7 shows the results of the calculation used 
for the resistance to extension (Rm). Again material 2 is reference material Mild 140/270. 
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2 Fundamentals 13

Material Nomenclature h1/href m1/mref

Mild 140/270 (reference) 1.0 1.0
HSLA 350/450 0.6 0.6
DP 500/800 0.3 0.3
MS 1250/1520 0.2 0.2
5457 O 2.1 0.7
6060 T6 1.1 0.4
7021 T6 0.6 0.2

Steel

Aluminium
 

Fig. 2-7: Height and mass ratio for tensile strength parameter (dimensions not restricted) 

The lowest values for mass ratio at equal tensile strength are reached by MS 1250/1520. At 
the same time this material uses at least package space, because the lowest ratio of height 
can be reached. Aluminium 7021 T6 also reaches the mass ratio of MS1250/1520, but uses 
more package space. The mass ratio of DP500/800 can be found between the two 
aluminium grades 7021 T6 and 6060 T6 but also here, aluminium needs more package 
space. HSLA 350/450 has the same ratio of height like 7210 T6 and reaches the mass ratio 
of 5457 O, that has the highest demand for package space. So concerning equal tensile 
strength parameter MS1250/1520 and 7021 T6 reach the lowest mass ratio, both at the 
same level. At the same time aluminium needs more package space than steel grades with 
an equal mass ratio. 

2.2.3 Torsion Stiffness 

Besides the choice of material, the geometry of a component influences the mass depending 
weighting factors. These geometric influences are shown for the torsion stiffness of open and 
closed profiles. 

l

r

t
M

l

r

t
M

 

Fig. 2-8: Load case for torsion stiffness (closed profile) 

For an open round profile the torsion moment depends on the modulus of shearing (G), the 
polar moment of inertia (Ip), the length of the profile and the rotation angle (ϕ).  
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2 Fundamentals 14

l
IGM OPT ,⋅

=
ϕ

          Eq. 2-17 

The polar moment of inertia for a thin-walled opened round profile (Ip,o), shown in Eq. 2-18, 
contains the two geometric parameters radius (r) and thickness (t) [DIE92]. 

3
tr2I

3

O,P
⋅⋅⋅

=
π          Eq. 2-18 

Length and radius are constant for a steel profile as well as for an aluminium profile to reach 
the same package. So the term G  t³ has to be constant (Eq. 2-19) for the two regarded 
materials to reach the same performance. 

3
22

3
11 tGtG ⋅=⋅          Eq. 2-19 

This leads to the following ratio of thickness. 

3
1

3
2

2

1

G
G

t
t

=            Eq. 2-20 

Again the mass can be expressed as the product of volume and density (Eq. 2-8). So, the 
mass ratio for torsion of an open profile is given in Eq. 2-21. 

22

11

2

1

2
2

tlr
tlr

m
m

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅

=
ρπ
ρπ

        Eq. 2-21 

Because the radius (r) and the length (l) are constant this leads, including Eq. 2-20, to the 
relative mass for equal torsion stiffness: 

3
1

3
2

2

1

2

1

G
G

m
m

⋅=
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-22 

So, the parameter of torsion stiffness for an open profile is: 
ρ

3 G  

As before the mass ratio should reach low values. Fig. 2-9 shows that the mass ratio for 
aluminium is twice as low as that for the steel grades. In this table the package requirements 
are given by the thickness ratio because hollow profiles are used here. This thickness ratio is 
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2 Fundamentals 15

about 40 % higher for aluminium. Once again material 2 is the reference material 
Mild 140/270. 

Material Nomenclature t1/tref m1/mref

Mild 140/270 (reference) 1.0 1.0
HSLA 350/450 1.0 1.0
DP 500/800 1.0 1.0
MS 1250/1520 1.0 1.0
5457 O 1.4 0.5
6060 T6 1.4 0.5
7021 T6 1.4 0.5

Steel

Aluminium
 

Fig. 2-9: Thickness and mass ratio for torsion stiffness parameter (open profile) 

An equivalent formulation as for the open round profile is given in Eq. 2-23 for a closed round 
profile.  

l
IGM CPT ,⋅

=
ϕ

         Eq. 2-23 

Because the polar moment of inertia of a thin-walled closed round profile (Ip,c), shown in 
Eq. 2-24, differs from that of a thin-walled open round profile the result also differs. 

trI CP ⋅⋅⋅= π3
, 2          Eq. 2-24 

Within the fact that radius and length are constant for both materials to have the same 
package the term G  t has to be constant for aluminium and steel to reach the same 
performance. 

tGtG ⋅=⋅ 21           Eq. 2-25 

This leads to Eq. 2-26. 

1

2

2

1

G
G

t
t

=            Eq. 2-26 

As done before the materials are compared by mass ratio for equivalent performance: 

22

11

2

1

2
2

tlr
tlr

m
m

⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅

=
ρπ
ρπ

        Eq. 2-27 
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2 Fundamentals 16

By attaching Eq. 2-26 and shortening the same variables like radius (r) and length (l) the 
term turns into Eq. 2-28. The reference material 2 is Mild 140/270 once again. 

1

2

2

1

2

1

G
G

m
m

⋅=
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-28 

The resulting torsion stiffness parameter for a closed profile is: 
ρ
G  

As a result (Fig. 2-10) the two factors for mass ratio at equal torsion stiffness for steel and 
aluminium reach the same value. This shows that in a closed profile, torsion stiffness does 
not depend on the material used. Due to that further designing issues like costs become 
more importance. Especially the package is very important at that point. The thickness ratio 
shows, that aluminium reaches three times higher package requirements than steel. 

Material Nomenclature t1/tref m1/mref

Mild 140/270 (reference) 1.0 1.0
HSLA 350/450 1.0 1.0
DP 500/800 1.0 1.0
MS 1250/1520 1.0 1.0
5457 O 3.0 1.0
6060 T6 3.0 1.0
7021 T6 3.0 1.0

Steel

Aluminium
 

Fig. 2-10: Thickness and mass ratio for torsion stiffness parameter (closed profile) 

Without regarding the engaged material, it is better to use closed profiles for automotive 
tasks in principle. In these profiles the geometrical moment of inertia is exploited in a better 
way. 

2.2.4 3-Point Bending 

The last load case that has to be mentioned here is the 3-point-bending for a bending beam 
as shown in Fig. 2-11. 

To describe this load case the formulation Eq. 2-29 can be used. The plastic load (FPL) is 
given as a function of tensile strength (Rm), length (l), profile coefficient (α) and axial 
resistance moment (W0). 

OmPl WR
l

F ⋅⋅
⋅

=
α4

         Eq. 2-29 
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F
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F
t

D
d
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Fig. 2-11: 3-point-bending 

The profile coefficient (α) can reach several values depending on the used profile. For a 
rectangle hollow profile it has a value of 1.0. A round hollow profile has a value of 1.5 and a 
round full section has a value of 1.7. 

The axial resistance moment (W0) contains the sheet thickness of the hollow profile (t) and 
the mean diameter of the profile (dm). The mean diameter of the profile (dm) in this term is the 
geometric middle of the outer diameter (D) and the inner diameter (d) of the hollow profile. 
The approach in the second part of the equation is based on the fact that the mean diameter 
of the profile (dm) is much larger than the thickness of the hollow profile (t).  

( )
432

244 td
D

dDW m
O

⋅⋅
≈

−⋅
=

ππ
        Eq. 2-30 

For the formulation given in Eq. 2-29 this leads to the following term (Eq. 2-31). 

tR
l
dF m

m
Pl ⋅⋅

⋅
=

2α
          Eq. 2-31 

To compare two different materials at the same plastic load FPL can be set constant for both 
materials. This results in Eq. 2-32. 

          Eq. 2-32 2211 tRtR mm ⋅=⋅

This equation can be turned into Eq. 2-33. 

1

2

2

1

m

m

R
R

t
t

=           Eq. 2-33 

Once again the two materials are compared by mass ratio at equal performance. 

222

111

2

1

tld
tld

m
m

m

m

⋅⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅⋅⋅

=
ρπ
ρπ

        Eq. 2-34 
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If the mean diameter of the profile (dm) is much larger than the thickness of the hollow profile 
(t), the mean diameters for the two materials (dm1 and dm2) are nearly equal. 

1

2

2

1

2

1

m

m

R
R

m
m

⋅≈
ρ
ρ

         Eq. 2-35 

From this follows the 3-point bending parameter: 
ρ

mR
 

So the parameter for tensile strength and 3-point bending are equal if this approach is used. 
Like for the other load cases material 2 is Mild 140/270. This results in Fig. 2-12 that also 
reaches equal values as Fig. 2-7 with the same advantages for MS 1250/1520. Also on the 
package side the aluminium needs once again more package space than steel grade with 
equal mass ratio. The difference between 3-point bending and tensile strength is, that at 
tensile strengths the height ratio and for 3-point bending the thickness ratio is analysed. 

Material Nomenclature t1/tref m1/mref

Mild 140/270 (reference) 1.0 1.0
HSLA 350/450 0.6 0.6
DP 500/800 0.3 0.3
MS 1250/1520 0.2 0.2
5457 O 2.1 0.7
6060 T6 1.1 0.4
7021 T6 0.6 0.2

Steel

Aluminium
 

Fig. 2-12: Thickness and mass ratio for 3-point bending parameter 

2.2.5 Conclusions 

An overview of the described parameters is given in Fig. 2-13. This table shows, that 
especially regarding bending stiffness and torsion stiffness of an open profile aluminium 
requires 1.4 times more package space at the same performance. At the same time mass 
reduction by aluminium application reduces mass by 50 % in reference to a steel profile with 
equal performance. Regarding torsion stiffness of a closed aluminium profile, it needs a three 
times higher package space than a steel tube. Additionally the closed steel tube has the 
same weight as the aluminium tube.  

Concerning tensile strength and 3-point bending, hot-rolled steel (e.g. MS 1250/1520) weighs 
as much as aluminium 7021 T6. Both materials are at equal performance 80 % lighter than a 
mild steel. A difference between hot-rolled steel and aluminium 7021 T6 can be found 
regarding the package. Steel requires 80 % less package than a mild steel and aluminium 
requires 40 % less package than a mild steel. Dual-phase steels (e.g. DP 500/800) reach in 
this two load cases a mass ratio that lies in the range of aluminium (7021 T6 and 6060 T6). 
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DP 500/800 is 70 % lighter than Mild 140/270 and aluminium 6060 T6 is 60 % lighter. At the 
same time the package demands of dual-phase steel is lower (60 % less than mild steel) 
than that of 6060 T6 (10 % more than mild steel). Also high-strength steel (e.g. 
HSLA 350/450) reaches a lower mass ratio than aluminium 5457 O and the same ratio of 
height as 7021 T6 at equal performance. The highest package demand in the two load cases 
tensile strength and 3-point bending can be found for aluminium 5457 O that needs 110 % 
more package space than mild steel, although it is 30 % lighter. 
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Bending 
stiffness 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5

Tensile strength 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.2 2.1 1.1 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.2

Torsion 
stiffness 
(open)

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5

Torsion 
stiffness 
(closed)

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

3-point bending 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.2 2.1 1.1 0.6 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.7 0.4 0.2

Aluminium
m1/mref

Aluminium
h1/href resp. t1/tref

SteelSteel

 

Fig. 2-13:  Summary of parameters 

This shows that aluminium has a higher demand for package space than steel at equal 
performance. For the mass ratio the result depends on the regarded load case. Concerning 
bending and torsion stiffness, an open aluminium profile can be twice lighter than a steel 
profile. Regarding the other load cases steel and aluminium can be found in an equal mass 
range. In a real vehicle body these load cases are never seen for its own, always a 
combination of these load cases can be found.  
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2.3 Consequences for Real Body Components 

Torsion and bending stiffness as well as tensile strength and 3-point bending are the most 
important load cases on vehicle body parts. These fundamental load cases result in stiffness 
and also strength parameters (see chapter 2.2), that allow to pre-select a material. More than 
that, these parameters belong to the basics of simulation software for crash simulation and 
topology optimisation in the vehicle development process and have a direct influence on the 
body design. 

In addition to that this chapter shows the influence of a body part geometry on stiffness and 
mass. Also the utility of all described fundamentals regarding the performance and mass 
reduction potential of vehicle structures is displayed. 

As shown in chapter 2.2 the different load cases cause different results for the mass ratio 
and the required package space. In most load cases aluminium requires more package than 
steel. This results in a bigger height or thicker profiles. 

The cross section of a profile determines the mass as well as the thickness. The influence of 
these cross sections on the mass can be shown at the load cases for bending and torsion. 
Both load cases are divided in two package scenarios (Fig. 2-14).  

t = const
Ia,It = const

t = const
Ia,It = const

t = const
Ia,It = const

Ia,It = const

C = const h = const

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

t ≠ const
m = ?

h, C ≠ const
m = ?

Ia,It = const

Ia,It = const t = const
Ia,It = const

t = const
Ia,It = const

t = const
Ia,It = const

Ia,It = const

C = const h = const

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

t ≠ const
m = ?

h, C ≠ const
m = ?

Ia,It = const

Ia,It = const

 

Fig. 2-14: Correlation between cross sections for bending stiffness and torsion 

In the first scenario the height of the profile is constant and a variation of the thickness of the 
profile is possible. In order to deal with comparable profiles the circumference (C) of the 
round tube and the rectangular hollow profile is set as equal. Besides, the double-T-profile 
and the rectangular hollow profile have the correlation of a constant height (h) in this 
scenario. The width (b) of the double-T-profile is set to the half value of the height (h). 
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In the second scenario the thickness is set to 2 mm as the constant parameter for both 
materials whereas the height or the circumference is variable. The correct choice of these 
variables has a big influence on the mass reduction potential. In addition for all profiles the 
axial (Ia) and also the torsional moment of of inertia (It) is set as constant, in order to provide 
always the same performance. When comparing steel with aluminium the modulus of 
elasticity (E) is considered in addition. 

2.3.1 Influence of Cross Section at Bending Stiffness 

In this chapter the influence of the profile geometry at the load case bending stiffness is 
regarded concerning the mass reduction potential. The equation for the mass is given in 
Eq. 2-8. It depends on the density of the used material, the cross section area and the length 
of the profile, that is set to l = 1000 mm. Therefore some different steel and aluminium 
profiles can be compared with a flat steel sheet as reference part.  

The axial moment of inertia (Ia) is set to Ia = 8000 mm4 for this load case. The formula for 
equal performance at bending stiffness is already given in Eq. 2-4 by E  I = const. So the 
axial moment of inertia (Ia) should be constant as shown in Eq. 2-36. 

1

2
2,1, E

EII aa =           Eq. 2-36 

The comparison of steel profiles only shows, that the modulus of elasticity (E) is constant, so 
the ratio of E2/E1 is 1. But for the comparison of aluminium profiles with steel profiles E2 is the 
modulus of elasticity for aluminium and E1 is the modulus of elasticity for steel. Beneath the 
modulus of elasticity the axial moment of inertia is required for this comparison of aluminium 
and steel profiles. The cross section of a flat sheet is shown in Fig. 2-15. 

b

t

b

t

 

Fig. 2-15: Cross section of flat sheet  

The length (l) of all profiles is set to 1000 mm and the density (ρ) is given in Fig. 2-3. For the 
reference profile of a flat sheet the axial moment of inertia is shown in Eq. 2-37. 

12

3tbIa
⋅

=           Eq. 2-37 
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The mass of this profile results out of Eq. 2-8. Therefore the length, the density of the 
material and cross section area is needed. The cross section area depends on the width (b) 
and the thickness (t) as shown in Eq. 2-38. 

tbACS ⋅=           Eq. 2-38 

The first profile that is compared with this reference profile is a closed tube. The cross 
section of this profile is shown in Fig. 2-16. 

r

R

t

r

R

t

 

Fig. 2-16: Cross section of a closed tube 

The axial moment of inertia for this tube is shown in Eq. 2-39. 

( 44

4
rRIa −⋅= )π

         Eq. 2-39 

The cross section area of this profile follows out of Eq. 2-40. 

( )22 rRACS −⋅= π          Eq. 2-40 

A rectangular hollow profile (Fig. 2-17) is analysed next. As an additional correlation the 
height (h) is equal to the width (b). 

In the first scenario of constant height this profile should reach an equal circumfence as the 
closed tube. So the height (h) results in this scenario out of the comparison of the 
circumference of both profiles as given in Eq. 2-41.  

hR ⋅=⋅⋅ 42 π          Eq. 2-41 

In the second scenario of constant thickness Eq. 2-41 is not necessary. The axial moment of 
inertia for the rectangular hollow profile has to reach the same performance for bending 
stiffness as that for the flat sheet in both scenarios. Therefore, in the second scenario the 
thickness is set to t = 2 mm and an adequate value for the height (h) has to be determined. 
The formula for the axial moment of inertia of this hollow profile results out of Eq. 2-42. 
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( ) (( 33 22
12
1 thtbhbIa ⋅−⋅⋅−−⋅⋅= ) )      Eq. 2-42 

t

b

h

t

b

h

 

Fig. 2-17: Cross section of a rectangular hollow profile 

The cross section area of this profile is given by Eq. 2-43. 

( ) ( thtbhbACS ⋅−⋅ )⋅−−⋅= 22        Eq. 2-43 

Further a double-T-profile is analysed in this context. The cross section of this profile is 
shown in Fig. 2-18. In the first scenario for constant height (h) the value for the height is 
equal to that of the rectangular hollow profile. The width (b) is half of the height (h). 

t

t
h

b

t

t
h

b  

Fig. 2-18:  Cross section of a double-T-profile 

The axial moment of inertia of this profile is calculated by Eq. 2-44 and the cross section area 
by Eq. 2-45. 
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( ) ( )( 33 2
12
1 thtbhbIa ⋅−⋅−−⋅⋅= )

)

       Eq. 2-44 

( ) ( thtbhbACS ⋅−⋅−−⋅= 2        Eq. 2-45 

The input parameters for a comparison of these profiles with the reference profile depends 
on the width (b), the height (h), the thickness (t) and the outer (R) and inner radius (r). 
Adequate parameters are evaluated by numerical calculations under consideration of the 
equations mentioned above. The target for all profiles is to achieve an axial moment of inertia 
of 8000 mm4.  

The detailed values of these parameters for bending stiffness are given in Fig. 2-19 for the 
first scenario and in Fig. 2-20 for the second scenario. Out of these parameters result the 
cross section areas (A) and the masses (m) for the corresponding profiles (l = 1000 mm). 
Because of the simple geometry of the flat sheet the thickness (t) is equivalent to the 
height (h). 

b
[mm]

h
[mm]

t
[mm]

R
[mm]

r
[mm]

ACS

[mm2]
m

[kg]

steel 600.0 - - 3257 25.41
aluminium 600.0 - - 4650 12.55

steel - - 0.2 25.0 24.8 26 0.20
aluminium - - 0.5 25.0 24.5 76 0.21

steel 39.3 39.3 0.2 - - 31 0.25
aluminium 39.3 39.3 0.6 - - 93 0.25

steel 19.6 39.3 0.4 - - 32 0.25
aluminium 19.6 39.3 1.3 - - 97 0.26

input parameter
constant performance: Ia = 8000 mm4 intermediate results

results

Scenario 1 (const. height)

5.4
7.7

Profile

flat sheet

closed tube

Material

rectangular 
hollow profile

double-T-
profile

 

Fig. 2-19: Cross section parameters for bending stiffness (scenario 1) 

These two tables show, that the closed tube and the rectangular hollow profile have a better 
bending stiffness than a flat sheet. An enormous decrease of the cross section area and the 
mass reduction is possible by these two profile types in comparison to a flat sheet. In the first 
scenario with a constant height the closed tube could reach the best results in this 
calculation. In the second scenario with a constant thickness the double-T-profile could reach 
the lowest mass and the lowest cross section area at the same time. So, this profile fits best 
to this load case. 
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b
[mm]

h
[mm]

t
[mm]

R
[mm]

r
[mm]

ACS

[mm2]
m

[kg]

steel 12000.0 - - 24000 187.20
aluminium 34903.0 - - 69806 188.48

steel - - 2.0 11.8 9.8 136 1.06
aluminium - - 2.0 16.5 14.5 194 0.52

steel 20.1 20.1 2.0 - - 145 1.13
aluminium 27.9 27.9 2.0 - - 207 0.56

steel 12.4 24.8 2.0 - - 91 0.71
aluminium 17.3 34.6 2.0 - - 131 0.35

input parameter
constant performance: Ia = 8000 mm4 intermediate results

results

2.0
2.0

Scenario 2 (const. thickness, t = 2 mm)
Profile Material

flat sheet

closed tube

rectangular 
hollow profile

double-T-
profile

 

Fig. 2-20: Cross section parameters for bending stiffness (scenario 2) 

In a further overview the key results of steel vs. aluminium are shown (Fig. 2-21). The results 
of the first scenario can be summarised concerning the thickness ratio and the mass ratio of 
steel vs. aluminium. For the second scenario the ratio of height, the ratio of package area 
and the mass ratio are used for that comparison. All values are rounded. 

tal/tst mal/mst hal/hst AP,al/AP,st mal/mst

flat sheet 1.4 0.5 3.0 3.0 1.0
closed tube 3.0 1.0 1.4 2.0 0.5

rectangular hollow profile 3.0 1.0 1.4 2.0 0.5
double-T-profile 3.0 1.0 1.4 2.0 0.5

Scenario 1 Scenario 2Profile

 

Fig. 2-21: Summary of profile types for bending stiffness 

The ratio of package area depends on the outer geometry of the profile. The package area 
characterises the space that is needed for the application of an profile. Because height is set 
constant in the first scenario for the closed tube, the rectangular hollow profile and the 
double-T-profile, this ratio has the value 1 in this scenario. So, the ratio of package is only 
important for the second scenario. For a flat sheet, a rectangular hollow profile and a double-
T-profile the package area follows out of Eq. 2-46. 

hbAP ⋅=           Eq. 2-46 

For the closed tube it follows out of Eq. 2-47. 

2RAP ⋅= π           Eq. 2-47 
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Fig. 2-21 shows, that similar to the results in Fig. 2-13 for the bending stiffness parameter, 
the flat sheet in scenario 1 and the three other profiles in scenario 2 reach a mass decrease 
of 50 % by the substitution of steel by aluminium. This goes along with a thickness or height 
increase of 40 %. In the second scenario this height increase leads to a two times higher 
package demand for aluminium profiles in comparison to steel profiles. On the other hand 
the flat sheet in scenario 2 and the three other profiles in scenario 1 have no mass decrease, 
but a three times higher thickness at the same mass level, when steel is substituted by 
aluminium. These results are similar to that for torsion stiffness of a closed profile in 
Fig. 2-13.  

So, this analysis shows that the choice of the correct parameters for a vehicle body part are 
very important concerning bending stiffness. Both scenarios behave vice versa. Therefore it 
is very important if the height or the thickness of a body part will be changed. Aluminium 
profiles always have higher package demands than a steel profile. If the correct parameter is 
changed this will lead to a mass decrease in combination with a slight increase of thickness 
or height. But if the wrong geometric parameter is changed this substitution will not lead to a 
mass decrease in combination with a high increase of height and thickness. The double-T-
profile behaves best at this load case. This means that a mass decrease is possible by the 
application of aluminium if the height of the body part can be changed. If this geometry 
should be unchanged aluminium has the same mass level as steel, but a three times higher 
thickness. If the package can be changed in height and the maximal possible weight 
reduction (50 %) should be realised, the package demand increases to a two times higher 
value. This shape is already shown in Fig. 2-13. 

In the general case the structural package space is defined early in the design because of 
the needs to accommodate the passenger or defined by the packaging needs of other 
automotive components or ground clearance. So, in automotive design mostly the outer 
geometry (height or radius of a profile) is constant as realised in Scenario 1. With regard to 
this Scenario 1 represents the vast majority of design constraints for typical automotive 
structures. Scenario 2 is seldom the case due to package space restrictions. 

2.3.2 Influence of Cross Section at Torsion Stiffness 

The influence of the cross section for a 1000 mm long profile at torsion differs from that of 
bending. To reach the same performance G  I has to be constant (see chapter 2.2.3). So the 
torsional moment of inertia (It) is set constant by Eq. 2-48.  

1

2
2,1, G

GII tt =           Eq. 2-48 

For the comparison of aluminium profiles with these steel profiles the reference profile is also 
a flat steel sheet. Because the modulus of shearing (G) of aluminium differs from that of steel 
the ratio of G2/G1 has to be considered. For the comparison of steel profiles this ratio has to 
be 1, because G is constant. In the comparison of aluminium profiles with steel profiles G2 is 
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the modulus of shearing for aluminium and G1 is the modulus of shearing for steel. For the 
reference part of a flat sheet (Fig. 2-22) the torsional moment of inertia is shown in Eq. 2-49. 
The correction factor (η3) for a thin-walled sheet is 1 [DIE92]. 

bm

t

bm

t

 

Fig. 2-22:  Cross section of flat sheet 

3

3

3
tbI m

t
⋅

= η          Eq. 2-49 

The cross section area of this profile can be calculated by Eq. 2-50. 

tbA mCS ⋅=           Eq. 2-50 

To reach comparable cross sections, the thickness (t) and the width at the neutral axis (bm) in 
the first scenario (constant height) are set to the corresponding value for the bending 
stiffness load case in that scenario. So the thickness is set to t = 5,429 mm and width to 
bm = 600 mm in scenario 1. This results in a torsional moment of inertia of 32000 mm4. All 
profiles for both scenarios have to reach this torsional moment of inertia in this load case. For 
the second scenario the thickness is set to a constant value of t = 2 mm for all profiles. So 
the width must be set to 12000 mm to reach this torsional moment of inertia. 

The first profile that is compared with the flat sheet reference profile is a thin-walled closed 
tube. Its cross section is shown in Fig. 2-23.  

rm

t

rm

t

 

Fig. 2-23: Cross section of a closed tube 

The torsional moment of inertia for this profile is shown in Eq. 2-51 and the cross section 
area in Eq. 2-52. 
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32 mt rtI ⋅⋅⋅= π           Eq. 2-51 
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22
trtrA mmCS π         Eq. 2-52 

In comparison to that the cross section of an open tube is pictured Fig. 2-24. 
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Fig. 2-24: Cross section of an open tube 

The torsional moment of inertia for this profile is shown in Eq. 2-53. It has nearly the same 
cross section area as the closed profile, that is why Eq. 2-52 is used for the cross section 
area. 

mt rtI ⋅⋅⋅= 3

3
2 π           Eq. 2-53 

The next profile, that is analysed in this study, is a rectangular hollow profile shown in 
Fig. 2-25. In analogy to the load case for bending stiffness the package should be constant in 
the first scenario. Therefore, Eq. 2-41 is used once again to realise the correlation between a 
round and a rectangular profile in this scenario. 

t

bm

hm

t

bm

hm

 

Fig. 2-25: Cross section of a rectangular hollow profile 
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In the second scenario of constant thickness Eq. 2-41 is not used, because the thickness is 
set to t = 2 mm and an adequate value for the height of the neutral axis (hm) has to be 
determined. The width of the neutral axis (bm) is set to achieve the same value as the height 
hm. 

The torsional moment of inertia for this cross section is described in Eq. 2-54 [DIE92] and the 
cross section area in Eq. 2-55. 

( )
mm

mm
t hb

hbtI
+
⋅

⋅⋅=
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2           Eq. 2-54 
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The last profile that is analysed here is the thin-walled double-T-profile (Fig. 2-26). 
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Fig. 2-26: Cross section of a double-T-profile 

The torsional moment of inertia is displayed in Eq. 2-56. The correction factor (η3) for a thin-
walled double-T-profile is set to η3 = 1.3 [DIE92].  

( 3
3 2

3
1 thbI mmt ⋅+⋅⋅⋅= η )

)

         Eq. 2-56 

The cross section area can be determined by Eq. 2-57. 

( ) ( ) ( tbthbthA mmmmCS −⋅−−⋅+=        Eq. 2-57 

Once again 1000 mm long profiles with these cross sections are analysed in the two 
scenarios for constant height and constant thickness. The input parameters for both 
scenarios are shown in Fig. 2-27 and Fig. 2-28. They depend on the width at the neutral axis 
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(bm), the height at the neutral axis (hm), the thickness (t) and the centre radius (rm). These 
parameters have to reach the target value of 32000 mm4 for the torsional moment of inertia 
of the steel reference. 

bm

[mm]
hm

[mm]
t

[mm]
rm

[mm]
ACS

[mm2]
m

[kg]

steel 600.0 - 3257 25.41
aluminium 600.0 - 4704 12.70

steel - - 0.3 25.0 51 0.40
aluminium - - 1.0 25.0 154 0.52

steel - - 8.5 25.0 1333 10.40
aluminium - - 12.3 25.0 207 5.20

steel 39.3 39.3 0.5 - 42 0.32
aluminium 39.3 39.3 1.6 - 125 0.34

steel 19.6 39.3 9.8 - 673 5.25
aluminium 19.6 39.3 14.1 - 911 2.46

input parameter
constant performance: It = 32000 mm4 intermediate results

results

5.4
7.8

double-T-
profile

open tube

Scenario 1 (const. height)

flat sheet

closed tube

rectangular 
hollow profile

Profile Material

 

Fig. 2-27:  Cross section parameters for torsion stiffness (scenario 1) 

bm

[mm]
hm

[mm]
t

[mm]
rm

[mm]
ACS

[mm2]
m

[kg]

steel 12000.0 - 24000 187.20
aluminium 36134.0 - 72268 195.12

steel - - 2.0 13.7 172 1.34
aluminium - - 2.0 19.7 248 0.67

steel - - 2.0 1909.9 24000 187.20
aluminium - - 2.0 5750.9 72268 195.12

steel 25.2 25.2 2.0 - 101 0.79
aluminium 36.4 36.4 2.0 - 146 0.39

steel 2307.7 4615.4 2.0 - 18458 143.97
aluminium 6948.8 13897.6 2.0 - 55587 150.08

input parameter
constant performance: It = 32000 mm4 intermediate results

results

2.0
2.0

double-T-
profile

flat sheet

closed tube

open tube

rectangular 
hollow profile

Profile Material
Scenario 2 (const. thickness, t = 2 mm)

 

Fig. 2-28: Cross section parameters for torsion stiffness (scenario 2) 
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In both scenarios the flat sheet and the open tube reach the highest package demands and 
the highest mass values. Also the double-T-profile reaches high values for the cross section 
area and the mass. Therefore these three profiles are not well designed for a torsion load. 
Best values for mass reduction potential are reached by a closed tube and a rectangular 
hollow profile. In both scenarios the closed tube reaches the lowest mass level. Beyond, the 
rectangular hollow profile reaches the lowest cross section area values. So, concerning mass 
reduction potential the closed tube and the rectangular hollow profile show advantages in the 
torsion load case. 

A comparison of steel vs. aluminium at equal torsion stiffness shows, that the two scenarios 
behave vice versa, once again. Once again steel is compared with aluminium by ratio of 
thickness and mass ratio in the two scenarios. In addition the ratio of package area is used in 
the second scenario. 

As already described in chapter 2.3.1 it is necessary to show the ratio of package area for 
the second scenario. For a flat sheet, a rectangular hollow profile and a double-T-profile the 
package area follows out of Eq. 2-46 and for the closed and the open tube it follows out of 
Eq. 2-47. 

tal/tst mal/mst hal/hst AP,al/AP,st mal/mst

flat sheet 1.4 0.5 3.0 3.0 1.0
closed tube 3.0 1.0 1.4 2.0 0.5
open tube 1.4 0.5 3.0 9.0 1.0

rectangular hollow profile 3.0 1.0 1.4 2.0 0.5
double-T-profile 1.4 0.5 3.0 9.0 1.0

Profile Scenario 1 Scenario 2

 

Fig. 2-29: Summary of profile types for torsion stiffness 

In the first scenario a mass reduction of 50 % is possible by the application of aluminium of 
50 % is possible in combination with a thickness increase of 40 % for the flat sheet, an open 
tube and double-T-profile. In the second scenario these profiles have no mass reduction 
potential when steel is substituted by aluminium and a three times higher ratio of mass. More 
than that the package demands of the open tube and the double-T-profile are more than nine 
times higher. But these profiles were identified as not adequate for this load case before.  

The close tube and the rectangular hollow profile have in the first scenario no mass reduction 
potential at the comparison steel vs. aluminium and a three times higher thickness ratio. In 
the second scenario a mass reduction potential of 50 % and a height increase of 40 % is 
possible. This height increase leads to a two times higher package demand. 

So for a closed tube and a rectangular hollow profile mass reduction by the application of 
aluminium is possible if the height can be changed and a two times higher package demand 
is acceptable. If this geometry should be unchanged aluminium has the same mass level as 
steel, but a three times thicker profile. This result is also shown in Fig. 2-13. 
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So for the bending load case the double-T-profile and for the torsional load case the closed 
tube as well as the rectangular hollow profile show the best performance. This explains how 
important the efficiency of a load path is. For bending beneath the double-T-profile, the 
closed tube and the rectangular hollow profile are the most efficient load paths. For torsion a 
closed tube or a rectangular hollow profile allow to realise the most efficient load paths. This 
shows that for torsion and bending the rectangular hollow profile is a good compromise. This 
is one reason why this kind of profile is often used for body parts. 

As mentioned before Scenario 1 represents the vast majority of design constraints for typical 
automotive structures. Scenario 2 is seldom the case due to package space restrictions.  

The closed sections result in the least mass solutions regardless of material selection result-
ing in mass reductions that are 1 and 2 orders of magnitude less than open profiles. These 
sections reduce the mass advantage of low density materials, when package space is tightly 
constrained such as it is in automotive structural applications. 

2.3.3 Load Paths 

Because in a vehicle body nearly all parts are influenced by more than one load case, the 
most used profile is a hollow profile. For the estimation of the material influence on bending 
stiffness and tensile strength in the chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 a full-profile was used because 
its geometric moment of inertia is easier to handle and the profile stays constant in the 
comparison of the materials at one load case. But in a real vehicles these body parts are also 
hollow-profiles. In recent vehicles profiled body parts are made by shell-design or out of 
tubes. In the aluminium-space-frame design also extrusion profiles are used. 

In addition to the thickness and the cross section geometry of a body the complexity of load 
is very important. The calculation of a load case that is combined by several different single 
load cases can get very complex. Simulation software in combination with FE-models helps 
to handle this problem and analyse e.g. the stiffness of a complete body structure. A high 
stiffness is necessary to improve driving performance as well as noise and vibrations 
damping. The numerical simulation allows to improve a vehicle’s body structure with regard 
to stiffness. Therefore it is useful to analyse the structure for single load cases like bending 
and torsion first. In these simulations the fundamentals of chapter 2.2 are used. 

Fig. 2-30 shows the deformation of a mini van structure under bending load. The forces (FB) 
act symmetrically to the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. So, sufficient bending stiffness is 
provided mainly by its side structure. The intensive deflection of the doorsill and the longitudi-
nal beams is easy to perceive. 

B
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Fig. 2-30: Bending behaviour of a vehicle body structure [WAL05] 

Under torsion, both the side structure and the structural elements running in transversal 
direction are loaded. The magnified spatial deformation of a vehicle structure under torsion 
load is shown in Fig. 2-31. The torsion result out of the forces (FT). 

FT

FT fixing at the rear axle mounting pointsFT

FT

fixing at the rear axle mounting points

FT

FT fixing at the rear axle mounting pointsFT

FTFT

FT fixing at the rear axle mounting pointsFT

FT

fixing at the rear axle mounting points  

Fig. 2-31: Torsion behaviour of a vehicle body structure [WAL05] 

Not only in the numerical simulation, but also in physical tests, the body stiffness is assessed 
based on the deflection respectively distortion of the structure under static load. The vehicle 
can be supported at the axle mounting points and then loaded with defined weights to 
determine the deflection. The structural behaviour under torsion load can be tested by 
applying a torque to a beam, which is connected to the front axle mounting points by vertical 
rods and mounted on a pivot bearing. A test-bench for such tests is shown in Fig. 2-32. 
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Fig. 2-32: Measurement of body deformations under bending and torsion load [WAL05] 

The detailed knowledge of static torsion and bending behaviour of the BIW can be used for 
improvements. By topology optimisation of the FE-model it is possible to find an optimised 
structure for bending and for torsion that fulfils the requirements of the single load cases in a 
better way. Fig. 2-33 shows the optimised structure for bending and torsion of a van. The 
different load paths can be identified clearly. 

result of topology optimisation 
for torsion

result of topology optimisation
for bending

 

Fig. 2-33:  Results of topology optimisation for bending and torsion 

Moreover real vehicles are loaded by torsion as well as by bending. These two load cases 
require different load paths that have to be considered in the body design and in the design 
of the body parts. At the same time the body weight should be minimised. The right 
compromise of these requirements can be evaluated out of a combined topology optimisation 
for both load cases. This results in an optimised body structure that fulfils both load cases. At 
the example of the van the optimised topology for a combination of bending and torsion is 
shown in Fig. 2-34. 
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Fig. 2-34:  Results of topology optimisation for combination of bending and torsion 

Another important point for body performance is the crash performance. Numerical crash 
calculation also bases on the fundamentals of chapter 2.2. Recent vehicles have to fulfil a 
crop of crash test (e.g. EuroNCAP, IIHS etc.). Two of the most important vehicle crash tests 
are the front and the side impact. Fig. 2-35 shows the different load paths of that two crash 
configurations.  

load path for front crash load path for side crash  

Fig. 2-35:  Load paths at front and side crash in the BMW 3-Series (E90) [AHL05] 

The front crash load path starts at the bumper and proceeds via the longitudinal beams to 
the centre area of the vehicle. At a side impact the load path starts at the doorsill and the B-
pillar and proceeds via the crossbeams in the floor and the roof area to the other side of the 
vehicle. So, in these two examples very different body components are a part of the load 
paths. This shows the complexity of the crash design for vehicle body structures. 

The most important point in the development of a body structure is to find a suitable 
compromise between stiffness, crash performance and further body requirements (e.g. 
package etc.). In addition to the conflicting goals between these requirements, there are also 
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conflicts inside these requirements (e.g. different requirements of bending vs. torsion). To 
solve these problems is the main challenge in developing a body structure with the best 
possible performance and the lowest possible mass. Some solutions by OEMs and new 
concepts on that problem are described in chapter 3. 
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3 Selection of Adequate Components 

In this chapter a detailed overview of mass and performance values of steel vs. aluminium 
based on existing and concept parts is given. The influence of material substitution in 
complete body structures are analysed as well as its influence on single vehicle sections, 
e.g. hoods or the front end. 

3.1 Body Structures 

The body structure of a vehicle shows very complex loading characteristics. To describe the 
possible load cases in a complete body structure all fundamentals of chapter 2.2 have to be 
applied. These fundamentals result in the potential for weight savings by usage of high-
strength steels and alternative materials like aluminium in the body structure. Therefore 
series vehicles as well as concept cars are investigated in this chapter. 

3.1.1 Body Structures of Series Vehicles 

To show the mass reduction potential of vehicle bodies, several steel and aluminium series 
cars are described in detail concerning their body structures, body weight and production 
numbers. 

3.1.1.1 Steel Body Structures 

Nearly all OEMs apply steel as the body material. Fig. 3-1 shows the material spreading of 
the new BMW 3-Series E90 in comparison to the old model (E46) as an example. The E46 
contains 55 % deep-drawn steel and 45 % AHSS. If in the body of the E90 the same 
materials have been used as in the E46, but the new model weigh 12 kg more [BRA05]. By 
application of multiphase-steel, which also belongs to the group of AHSS, a body weight of 
267 kg (with closures) could be realised, which is 17 kg less than that of the previous model.  

At the same time, torsion and bending stiffness were increased. Also crash performance has 
been improved, so that the new vehicle achieves five stars in the EuroNCAP crash test. This 
car reaches production numbers of approx. 500 000 per year. 

A similar concept can be found in the new VW Passat that reaches production rates of 
approx. 520000 per year. Its body weight has been reduced in comparison to the previous 
model by 20 kg with identical layout criteria. The material spreading of this vehicle is shown 
in Fig. 3-2. At the same time torsion stiffness has been increased by 13 % and bending 
stiffness by 15 %. Although the crash performance and dimensions increased [STA05]. 
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Fig. 3-1: Body of the BMW 3-Series [BRA05] 
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Fig. 3-2:  Material spreading of the Volkswagen Passat [STA05] 

So the improvement of performance of recent vehicles especially regarding crash 
performance and higher stiffness lead to a slight increase of BIW-mass. This is shown at the 
example of the BMW 3-Series and the Volkswagen Passat (Fig. 3-3). 
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Fig. 3-3: BIW weight development of BMW 3-Series and Volkswagen Passat 

The crash performance of the VW Passat B5 (2001) reaches four stars in the EuroNCAP 
crash test and the Passat B6 (2005) reaches five stars.  
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Fig. 3-4: Torsion stiffness of BMW 3-Series and Volkswagen Passat 
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In the same way the is an improvement of crash performance at the BMW 3-Series. The E36 
(1990) only reaches one star in the EuroNCAP test. The E46 (1998) already reaches four 
stars and the E90 (2005) reaches five stars. The same kind of performance improvement can 
be seen when regarding e.g. IIHS crash results. 

Another indicator for performance is the torsion stiffness (Fig. 3-4). In the last years this 
parameter strongly improved at the BMW 3-Series as well as at the Volkswagen Passat. A 
comparison of Fig. 3-3 and Fig. 3-4 clarifies that in recent steel vehicles a slight increase of 
weight goes along with an enormous increase of stiffness.  

So steel, especially advanced high-strength steels (AHSS) or higher steel grades, can 
improve the mass reduction potential of vehicle bodies. Another method to reduce the mass 
is to use a mixture of aluminium and steel. Some example vehicles can be found, e.g. the 
actual BMW 5-Series E60. Its aluminium front end is described in chapter 3.4 in detail. 

3.1.1.2 Aluminium Body Structures 

In recent years, new developments in body technology appeared to decrease the vehicles’ 
body weight. One of these technologies is the aluminium space frame (ASF®). The first 
series vehicle with an aluminium space frame body was the Audi A8 (D2) in the year 1995. 

Its body-in-white (BIW) weighs 198 kg without closures. In the year 2002 the actual Audi A8 
(D3) entered the marked with a mass for the BIW without closures of 222 kg. This increase of 
mass was caused by a higher torsion stiffness and a better crash performance. The 
aluminium space frame consists of aluminium casting parts (e.g. B-pillar), sheet panels (e.g. 
tunnel) and extrusion profiles (e.g. door sill) (Fig. 3-5). Some of the extrusion parts (e.g. roof 
frame) are hydroformed. Punch riveting, MIG-welding and laser welding are used to join the 
body components in assembly [TIM03]. The Audi A8 reached production numbers of approx. 
19000 vehicles in 2005. 

Another vehicle with an aluminium space frame by Audi is the A2. It entered the market in 
1999, and the production was stopped in 2005. In 2002, production figures of approx. 37 500 
were reached. The BIW without closures weighs 145 kg. The aluminium space frame 
consists of sheet panels, extrusion profiles and vacuum die-cast parts (e.g. longitudinal beam 
front, A- and B-pillar) (Fig. 3-5). The extrusion profiles in the floor structure are calibrated by 
hydroforming. Joining techniques like punch riveting, MIG-welding, laser welding and roll 
folding in combination with bonding were used for assembly [ENG99]. 
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Fig. 3-5: Aluminium space frame of Audi A2 and A8 [ENG99, TIM03] 

Jaguar is another OEM who offers vehicles made of aluminium bodies. The Jaguar XJ and 
the new sports car Jaguar XK are both made of aluminium parts. The new Jaguar XK 
(Fig. 3-6) consists of a monocoque body construction made of aluminium casting parts and 
extrusion profiles with separate aluminium panels. As shown in Fig. 3-7 most of the 
aluminium body components (76 %) are manufactured by stamping [WHI06]. As a result the 
BIW weighs 287 kg (with closures). In comparison to the previous steel model a mass 
decrease of approx. 16 % was possible. For joining the structure punch riveting in 
combination with epoxy bonding are used [ICO06].  

 

Fig. 3-6: Jaguar XK 
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The Jaguar XK reaches production rates of about 8000 vehicles per year and the XJ about 
13000 per year. The body of the actual XJ weighs 250 kg (without closures) what is a mass 
saving to the previous steel model of 40 %. At the same time stiffness was increased by 
60 %. The XJ’s aluminium monocoque body is assembled out of stamped parts, extrusion 
profiles and castings (Fig. 3-7). In this body the same joining techniques are used as in the 
XK [PAS03, SCH04]. 

 

Fig. 3-7:  Aluminium Application in the Jaguar XJ and the New Jaguar XK [WHI06] 

Another example for a vehicle with an aluminium space frame is the Chevrolet Corvette C6 
Z06. The Z06 is a special lightweight model of the Corvette C6. Approximately 33000 units of 
this vehicle are produced in 2006. To optimise lightweight design and retain chassis rigidity in 
the Z06 no removable roof for a fixed cast-magnesium structure is used. The engine cradle is 
also designed in magnesium.  

 

Fig. 3-8: Spaceframe Chevrolet Corvette Z06 [FRO06] 
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The frame beams are hydroformed parts with die-cast node points. The front fenders and 
wheelhouses are made of carbon-fibre reinforced plastics. In the underbody sandwich 
floorboards out of carbon-fibre and ultra-light balsa core are used. So the body weight of that 
car amounts 126 kg and a mass reduction of 62 kg was possible. This is a mass reduction of 
30 % of the BIW weight in comparison to the previous steel model. 

The development of BIW mass for the vehicles described above is shown in Fig. 3-9. In this 
chart the mass of the Jaguars is shown for a body-in white with closures and that of the Audi 
A8 and the Chevrolet Corvette is given for a body-in white without closures. The weight of 
the two Jaguars decreases because steel of the previous models (XK Mark I and XJ Mark II) 
was substituted by aluminium. Also regarding the Corvette Z06 there is a weight decrease 
between the C5 and the C6 because of the substitution of steel by aluminium, magnesium 
and plastics. At the same time performance increases. 
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Fig. 3-9: BIW weight development of aluminium vehicles 

As a result of the performance improvement of an aluminium body the Audi A8 D2 has a 
lower body weight than the D3. Both vehicles are designed in aluminium space frame design. 
So because of the improvement of crash performance and stiffness also the BIW mass 
increased. E.g. between the torsion stiffness of the D2 and D3 there is an improvement of 
38 %. 
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Another point that has to be mentioned here is the manufacturing complexity of aluminium. 
Due to the long steel tradition aluminium designs are clean sheet of paper designs and 
designated as a light weighting program. A difference between aluminium and steel is, that 
aluminium needs custom built manufacturing facilities. So a change in design from steel to 
aluminium requires new investments. 

3.1.2 Body Structures of Concept Vehicles 

Possible future development trends concerning mass reduction of vehicle bodies can be 
clarified best with examples of actual concept cars. 

3.1.2.1 ULSAB and ULSAB-AVC 

The UltraLight Steel Auto Body (ULSAB) project was published in 1997. The target of this 
project was to reduce the body mass and improve stiffness at a high safety level. Therefore 
the concept body-in-white was developed in simulation and also in hardware. The ULSAB 
reference car was the 1994 Ford Taurus with a BIW weight of 271 kg. By high-strength, 
advanced high-strength and ultra-high strength steel as well as sandwich steel usage the 
weight was reduced to 203 kg (25 %). At the same time torsion stiffness increases by 80 % 
and bending stiffness by 52 % [ULT97]. 

The successor project of ULSAB is the UltraLight Steel Auto Body-Advanced Vehicle 
Concepts (ULSAB-AVC), published in 2004. In this project, a C-class and a PNGV-class 
vehicle (PNGV = Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicles) were optimised concerning 
several parameters like weight and stiffness (Fig. 3-10). The C-class refers to the European 
compact class with reference vehicles like the Opel Astra, VW Golf, Ford Focus etc. This 
class represents one third of the market volume in Europe. For this vehicle the Ford Focus is 
representative for vehicle dimensions and the Peugeot 206 for the vehicle weight target. The 
PNGV-class vehicle represents an US-American middle-class vehicle like the Chrysler 
Concorde, Ford Taurus, GM Lumina, etc. Contrary to these reference vehicles, which have a 
total weight of approx. 3200 lbs (1450 kg) each, the PNGV-vehicles should not weigh more 
than 2000 lbs (906 kg) [ULS04]. 

C-class (3-door version)Sedan PNGV-class  

Fig. 3-10: UltraLight Steel Auto Body – Advanced Vehicle Concept (ULSAB-AVC) [ULS04] 

The main targets of the project were to fulfil safety standards, reach a cost-effective high 
volume suitability, reduce fuel consumption and improve environmental sustainability. These 
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targets were attainted by application of modern high-strength multiphase-steels, innovative 
steel products, sophisticated production techniques and innovative construction principles  
[ULS04]. 

One of the targets in the project was to fulfil future crash requirements. Therefore ULSAB-
AVC’s body-in-white mass target was increased by 25 kg over the ULSAB body-in-white 
weight (243 kg) to take into account the estimated additional mass needed to meet the more 
severe crash events. Consequently the ULSAB-AVC C-class mass target was 268 kg, and 
the ULSAB-AVC PNGV-class mass target was 288 kg instead of 263 kg.  

A detailed overview of the masses for both vehicles with gasoline engine as well as with 
diesel engine is given in Fig. 3-11, and the achieved values for structural performance are 
listed in Fig. 3-12 [ULS04]. 
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Fig. 3-11: Masses of ULSAB-AVC vehicles [ULS04] 

As a result of the study, the platform concept with non-variable parts and parts made with the 
same tools could be realised including a concept for application of advanced high-strength 
steels (AHSS). By the application of innovative steel products, mass was decreased by 
24.3 % in the ULSAB-AVC (PNGV-Class) and by 24.7 % in the ULSAB-AVC (C-Class) 
[ULS04]. 
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Fig. 3-12: Structural performance of ULSAB-AVC vehicles [ULS04] 

The mass optimised body structure of the C-class vehicle weighs 201.8 kg, a 24.7 % mass 
reduction compared to the reference car. For the PNGV-class vehicle, that weighs 218.1 kg, 
a mass reduction of 24.3 % is achieved. The total PNGV-class vehicle weight is 966 kg 
compared to a characteristic weight for this class of 1150 kg. Analyses tend towards a five 
star rating for the EuroNCAP test [ULS04]. 

3.1.2.2 NewSteelBody 

The NewSteelBody (NSB®) by ThyssenKrupp Steel (TKS) is also based on simulation and 
finally it was built partially as a demonstrator. The reference vehicle of the NSB® was the 
1999 Opel Zafira with a body mass without closures of 317 kg. The main target of this project 
was to achieve equal structural performance at a lower mass level. The conceptual idea of 
the NSB® was to combine the advantages of innovative profile construction with elements of 
the classic unibody design. Therefore modern multiphase steel grades and new steel 
technologies are applied. As an alternative derivate to the van also a convertible is designed 
[OSB04]. 

At first a mass reduction of 10 % can be achieved by material substitution. A further mass 
reduction of up to 15 % is achieved by application of modern steel grades and tailored blanks 
without the requirement of new investments. The NSB® achieves a mass advantage with 
combination of innovative profile construction and conventional unibody construction of 24 % 
(= 75 kg) as primary weight saving. So, 43 kg mass reduction at the front axle and 32 kg 
reduction at the rear axle without shifting the axle load can be reached. The structure of the 
NSB® has a weight of 242 kg including 9.1 kg for miscellaneous parts not considered in the 
study. The NSB® has a total curb weight of 1318 kg. Furthermore there is no unfavourable 
shift of centre of gravity [OSB04]. 
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Fig. 3-13: Structural performance of NSB® [OSB04] 

Concerning body performance values like eigenfrequency and stiffness, the NSB® shows  
enhancements compared to the reference vehicle (Fig. 3-13). In addition the crash 
performance has been improved according to the reference vehicle. Using the profile 
intensive construction simplifies the creation of derivates. The cost analysis was based on a 
volume of 200000 units per year over 6 years [OSB04]. 

3.1.2.3 Arcelor Body Concept 

In 2004 the steel company Arcelor published its Arcelor Body Concept (ABC) (Fig. 3-14) 
which is a model for a C- or D-class vehicle using new kinds of steel. As perimeter 63 % of 
the whole BIW with closures have been considered for this study. This perimeter contains the 
underbody, the upper body and the front doors [CAZ04]. This study was based on simulation 
and finally a demonstrator was built. 

The virtual reference car for the ABC has to fulfil high crash standards (e.g. EuroNCAP with 
5 stars). It has a mass of the BIW with front doors of 313 kg. So, the 63 % perimeter of this 
vehicle has a mass of 197 kg [CAZ04]. 
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Fig. 3-14: Arcelor Body Concept (ABC) [CAZ04] 

By usage of sandwich steels, advanced high-strength steels and tailored blanks, a mass of 
155 kg could be reached for the 63 % perimeter of the ABC without significant changes of 
the reference vehicle architecture. This means a mass reduction of 21 % in the perimeter. 
The remaining 37 % of the BIW have not been studied. In the ABC perimeter the most mass 
could be reduced in the underbody (26 %), followed by the upper body (19 %). In the front 
doors, 18 % mass could be saved. At the same time global stiffness increases by 9 % and 
the stiffness to weight ratio is improved by 20.7 %. All this leads to a cost increase of 8 % 
[CAZ04]. 

3.1.2.4 Ford AIV 

Using Alcan’s aluminium vehicle technology Ford North America has developed a fleet of 40 
aluminium intensive vehicles (AIVs) in 1997. Based on the mid-sized Taurus/Mercury the use 
of aluminium has resulted in a bodyshell that is 47 % (182 kg) lighter than its steel 
equivalent. With the use of aluminium throughout the powertrain components the total weight 
saving in curb weight is 318 kg over the steel Taurus. So the AIV is 21.1 % lighter in curb 
weight than the Taurus. Information about costs have not been found. 

 

Fig. 3-15: Ford AIV 

The essential difference between the Ford AIV and other aluminium cars is the processes 
used in construction. Whilst most other aluminium vehicles utilise low volume technologies 
Ford test vehicles were produced using conventional high volume processes in conjunction 
with Alcan’s AVT structural bonding system. The use of bonding in conjunction with 
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conventional spot welding technology maximises the weight saving and also improves 
structural performance with increased bending and torsional stiffness, and increased fatigue 
resistance [LEA02]. Furthermore the AIV essentially matched and improved on the crash 
performance of the regular steel production vehicle so, that the results for the Audi A8 are 
very similar to those for the Ford AIV [WHE02]. 

3.1.2.5 Ford P2000 

In the P2000 program by Ford, scientists and engineers are developing lightweight, family-
sized vehicles and adding various powertrains including an aluminium intensive direct-
injection engine, hybrid electric, and fuel cell electric drives. 

The first P2000 design concept for the direct hydrogen vehicle is a theoretic study of 1997. It 
is an aluminium concept car with two derivates, a station wagon and a sedan. A 
demonstrator was not built. In this vehicle, aluminium sheet closure panels, a cast aluminium 
front by Alcoa and rear shock towers are used as well as aluminium tailor-welded blanks. For 
joining the body Alcan’s Aluminium Vehicle Technology is used to join aluminium by welding 
[AEG97]. 

 

Fig. 3-16: Ford P2000 [SZE99] 

Thereby a structure weight of 136 kg, a mass of the body-in-white with windows and interior 
of 398 kg and a curb weight of 907 kg has been targeted for this concept. The reference car, 
a Ford Taurus of the year 1997, has a body weight of 387 kg with closures and a curb weight 
of 1505 kg. So a theoretic reduction of the body weight by 40 % in curb weight has been 
targeted in this concept study [AEG97, FRE01]. Information about performance (e.g. crash, 
stiffness etc.) and costs of this vehicle are not published. So no exact statements of the mass 
potential of this concept are available. 

After this concept the P2000 sedan and the P2000 SUV is developed in this program. The 
P2000 SUV is the beginning of the technical innovations aimed at developing a virtually 
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emissions-free fuel cell vehicle. It has an aluminium body-in-white, suspension and closures. 
These provide major weight savings of as much as 50 % compared with former designs. The 
P2000 SUV retains the same torsion and bending stiffness as conventional vehicles 
[FOR99a]. 

The P2000 sedan (Fig. 3-17) is the other vehicle that is realised in this program. It has an 
aluminium body-in-white, suspension and closures and also carbon fibre, magnesium and 
titanium are used for some body parts. As a result the P2000 sedan is 40 % lighter than the 
Taurus sedan [FOR99b], but the curb weight is 0.6 % higher than that of the Taurus because 
of the higher mass for the hybrid drivetrain. 

 

Fig. 3-17:  Ford P2000 sedan [FOR05] 

3.1.2.6 Lotus APX 

The Lotus APX (Aluminium Performance Crossover) is the first complete vehicle built on the 
new Versatile Vehicle Architecture (VVA). Versatile Vehicle Architecture is Lotus 
Engineering's attempt to take platform sharing to allow automakers to make unique vehicles 
with high commonality and lower investment. The APX (Fig. 3-18) is at the same time the 
first crossover sport utility vehicle (SUV) by Lotus. All significant components and structural 
items are made from Aluminium.  

 

Fig. 3-18: Lotus APX [LOT06] 
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Its underbody is rivet-bonded aluminium, consisting of high-pressure die-castings, stampings 
and extrusions. It uses advanced assembly techniques, including adhesive bonding, self-
piercing rivets and flow-drill screws for construction. The self-piercing rivets are used in a 
similar way to spot welding on a former steel shell, with the flow-drill screws used for single-
sided access on closed sections. Both suffice to hold the structure together during the 
adhesive cure cycle, and contribute to the performance of the structure during both static and 
dynamic impact conditions. The heat-cured high strength structural adhesive is the main join-
ing medium and used in combination with the mechanical fasteners, produces an immensely 
strong, durable joint and a lightweight shell with exceptional torsional stiffness [LOT06]. 

This results in a curb weight of 1570 kg of the APX. It fulfils actual requirements on NCAP 
targets for crash, pedestrian impact, torsion, bending and modal stiffness targets. Compar-
able to this vehicle in steel design is the Volvo XC70, that has a curb weight of 1764 kg. So 
the Lotus APX is 11.0  % lighter in curb weight than the Volvo. Unfortunately the BIW mass 
of the APX is not available as well as further performance issues and costs. 

3.1.3 Conclusions 

A comparison of mass reduction potential can be clarified best by a comparison of different 
cars within a separation of vehicle classes. 

Fig. 3-19 gives an overview of weight reduction potential in the luxury class. The three 
vehicles compared here have nearly equal height, length, width and they are notchback 
limousines.  
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Fig. 3-19: Overview of weight reduction - luxury class 
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Basis for the comparison of steel vehicles with aluminium vehicles in this class are the 
Jaguar XJ Mark II, that is designed in former steel design, and the BMW 7-Series, that is 
designed in recent steel design. The BIW of the Jaguar XJ Mark III is 28.6 % lighter than the 
previous model and the Audi A8 (D3) 37.1 % lighter than that the XJ Mark II. Because only a 
slight mass increase can be found between the XJ Mark II and the BMW 7-Series, the mass 
decrease between the BMW 7-series and the Audi A8 (D3) is also 37.1 %. The influence of 
optimised steel design can not be shown here, because all example vehicles belong to 
smaller vehicle classes. Data for crash performance of these vehicles are not published by 
EuroNCAP. 

In the upper middle class the comparison of vehicles using recent steel design, partially 
mixed with aluminium structures (e.g. the aluminium front end of the BMW 5-series), and the 
ULSAB-AVC, that represents optimised steel design is possible. Fig. 3-20 shows that by 
optimised steel design a mass reduction of 29.9 % would be possible. By consequent usage 
of optimised steel parts in the non-body parts a reduction of curb weight by 36.6 % would be 
possible. 
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Fig. 3-20: Overview of weight reduction – upper middle class 

This indicates the high mass reduction potential of optimised steel design. Concerning crash 
performance the BMW 5-Series reaches four stars in the EuroNCAP crash test and the Audi 
A6, the Citroen C6 and the Mercedes E-Class reache five stars. The ULSAB-AVC fulfils 
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actual crash requirements by adding 25 kg to the body mass. So this virtual vehicle would 
also reach four or five stars in EuroNCAP [ULS04]. 

On the basis of the Ford Taurus 1997 several concept vehicles are developed (Fig. 3-21). 
One is the ULSAB-AVC of the PNGV-Class that reaches a weight reduction of 24 % in the 
body-in-white without closures. For the same reference vehicle two further concept vehicles 
with an aluminium body exist. The Ford P2000 Sedan is 40 % lighter than the reference 
vehicle and the Ford AIV is 47 % lighter.  
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Fig. 3-21:  Overview of weight reduction – upper middle class  

Further examples for a comparison of aluminium vehicles and recent steel vehicles can be 
found in the sports car class. Unfortunately a direct comparison of the Chevrolet Corvette 
with the steel reference car of this class is not possible, because no data for the BIW with 
closures is available (Fig. 3-22). Concerning the previous Corvette Z06 C5 this means a 
weight reduction of body weight of 30.0 % and a weight reduction of curb weight of 2.0 %. 
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Fig. 3-22: Overview of weight reduction – sport cars 

Another comparison in of the BIW mass of sport cars is shown in Fig. 3-23. The reference 
vehicle for steel cars is given by the Mercedes SL and the BMW 6-Series. The aluminium 
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BIW of the Jaguar XK weighs 21.4 % less than that of a reference car, that partially contains 
aluminium parts (e.g. the BMW 6-Series). A comparison of crash performance is not pos-
sible, because data are not published by EuroNCAP. 
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Fig. 3-23: Overview of weight reduction – sportcars 

Fig. 3-24 shows the potential of the ULSAB-AVC in the compact class. A reference car with a 
former steel body has a body weight of 286 kg and a reference car with recent steel design 
has a body weight of 272 kg. So the recent steel design reference car is 4.9 % lighter than 
the former steel design reference car. The optimised steel body of the ULSAB-AVC has a 
25.7 % lower BIW weight than a recent steel design BIW and a 37.1 % lower curb weight 
than a former steel design BIW. Concerning crash performance the two former steel design 
vehicles (Ford Focus and Fiat Stilo) get four stars in the EuroNCAP crash test. The recent 
steel design vehicles (BMW 1-Series and Volkswagen Golf 5) achieve fife stars. Also the 
ULSAB-AVC could reach four or five stars [ULS04]. The torsion stiffness of the reference 
cars and the ULSAB-AVC are in the same range (approx. 14000 Nm/°).  

Furthermore an example of an optimised steel design car is given by the NSB®. It is based 
on a compact class van. An example for a former steel design compact class van is the Opel 
Zafira A with a BIW mass of 300 kg. The Ford Focus C-Max is designed in recent steel 
design and has a BIW mass of 298 kg (Fig. 3-25). So it is 0.7 % lighter than the Zafira. In 
comparison to the Focus C-Max the NSB® has 25.7 % less in BIW weight and in comparison 
to the Zafira it has 37.1 % less BIW mass. 
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Fig. 3-24: Overview of weight reduction – compact class 
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Fig. 3-25: Overview of weight reduction – compact class vans 

An overview of weight reduction of the sub-compact class is given in Fig. 3-26. It shows that 
the body structure of the Audi A2 is 34.2 % lighter than that of an average recent steel 
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reference car in this class. The Ford Fiesta, the Opel Corsa and the Audi A2 reach four stars 
in the EuroNCAP crash test. So crash performance is equal. 
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Fig. 3-26: Overview of weight reduction - sub-compact class 

The production cars mentioned above are very limited examples of the mass saving potential 
of combining AHSS and efficient design. The potential of mass reduction by substitution of 
former and recent steel design through optimised steel design at concept projects is shown 
in Fig. 3-27 and Fig. 3-28.  
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Fig. 3-27: Mass reduction for BIW without closures with optimised steel design 
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The range of possible mass reduction realised by concept cars like the ABC, ULSAB, 
ULSAB-AVC and NSB are between 21 and 25 % compared to the reference vehicles 
designed in a former steel body. This approves the statement given in Fig. 3-27 that recent 
steel bodies can achieve a 25 % lighter body weight compared to a former steel body. 
Detailed information of these concept cars are summarised in Fig. 3-28. An overview of the 
aluminium concept vehicles is not given, because no detailed information is available. 
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Fig. 3-28: Mass reduction for BIW without closures with optimised steel design in detail 

Design Vehicles

former steel design

Ford Taurus '94, Ford Taurus '97, BMW 3-Series E36, 
Renault Megane '96, VW Passat B5, Opel Zafira A, 
Chevrolet Corvette Z06 C5, Jaguar XJ Mark II, Peugeot 
607, Ford Focus, Fiat Stilo, Opel Corsa, Ford Fiesta

recent steel design

Audi A6, MB E-Class, MB SL, BMW 1-Series, BMW 3-
Series E90, BMW 5-Series E60, BMW 6-Series, BMW 7-
Series, Renault Megane 2003, VW Passat B6, Ford Focus 
C-Max, VW Golf V

optimised steel design ULSAB, ULSAB-AVC, NSB®, ABC

former aluminium design Audi A8 (D2), Audi A2, Ford AIV, Ford P2000 Sedan

recent aluminium design Audi A8 (D3), Corvette Z06 C6, Jaguar XJ Mark III, Jaguar 
XK Mark II

 

Fig. 3-29: Analysed vehicles 
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This chapter shows that lightweight design of body structures is possible with aluminium as 
well as with steel. All results of this chapter are gathered together in Fig. 3-30. The mass for 
the BIW given in Fig. 3-19 to Fig. 3-26 are compared regarding the special design. An 
overview of the analysed vehicles is given in Fig. 3-29. 

The reference design for this weight comparison is the former steel. The other vehicle body 
designs that are analysed in this study are referred to this reference design concerning the 
mass reduction potential. To compare the different design type with each other, it is 
necessary to introduce a BIW-mass index, which is visualised in Fig. 3-30. This mass index 
achieves a value of 100 for the former steel design. 

Based on the analysed data, the BIW-mass index of a recent steel vehicle has to be 
estimated in the next step. Within a comparison of former steel design vehicles with recent 
steel design vehicles a weight increase of 18 % can be indicated. This is based on the body 
mass development of the BMW 3-Series E36 to the E90 (see Fig. 3-3). The reason for that 
can be found in an increase of size, stiffness and crash requirements. In vehicles like the 
Volkswagen Passat there is a mass increase of only 0.6 % (see Fig. 3-3). Due to these 
reasons the range of the weight increase of recent steel design is estimated between 0 % 
and 18 % in comparison to former design. So, this results in a range of the BIW-mass index 
between 100 and 118. 
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Fig. 3-30: Range of BIW-mass index for analysed vehicles 
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Fig. 3-30 also shows that optimised steel design (e.g. ULSAB) offers the potential to 
decrease the vehicle body mass up to 25 % in comparison to the former steel design (see 
Fig. 3-27). This results in a mass index of 75. In the ULSAB-AVC study the reference vehicle 
is a Ford Taurus ’97 with improved stiffness and crash performance. The virtual improvement 
of a former steel design vehicle like the Ford Taurus ’97 was realised in the ULSAB-AVC 
study by the addition of 25 kg mass to fulfil higher crash performance. So, these improved 
vehicles belong to the recent steel design vehicles. Because of that the ULSAB-AVC must be 
compared with recent steel design vehicles like those shown in Fig. 3-24. The ULSAB-AVC 
C-Class is about 28 % lighter than a compact class reference car in a recent steel design. An 
analogous estimation is possible in the upper middle class, where the ULSAB-AVC PNGV-
Class is about 30 % lighter (Fig. 3-20). If this percentage is referred to the mass index of 118 
of a recent steel body, the mass index of an optimised steel body is 83. So the mass index of 
an optimised steel design can be found in a range between 75 and 83. This means, by 
optimised steel design a mass reduction of 17 % to 25 % is possible in comparison to former 
steel design. 

In former aluminium design vehicles (e.g. the Ford AIV) the body mass of their reference 
cars is reduced of up to 47 % (see Fig. 3-21). A more conservative approach is the 
comparison of the Audi A2 with recent reference cars in the subcompact class (see 
Fig. 3-26). This comparison indicates a mass reduction of 34 %. So the range of mass re-
duction by former aluminium design lies between 34 % and 47 % in comparison to the former 
steel design. This results in a range for the BIW-mass index between 53 and 66 (Fig. 3-30). 

At the example of the Audi A8 D2 and the D3 a mass increase of 12 % can be found. It is 
caused by an increase in performance and size. So, the D2 is a representative of former 
aluminium design and the D3 of recent aluminium design. This results in a first estimation for 
the BIW-mass index between 60 and 74 for the recent aluminium design. Another vehicle in 
this design class is the Jaguar XJ Mark III. It has a 40 % lower body mass than the XJ Mark 
II in former steel design (Fig. 3-9). This confirms the lower limit of BIW-mass index for recent 
aluminium design of 60. The comparison of recent sport cars in Fig. 3-23 with a Jaguar XK 
Mark II shows that about 21 % mass decrease by an aluminium body is possible. Thus, the 
mass reduction potential of recent aluminium designs can be estimated between 21 % and 
40 % in comparison to former steel designs. That means the BIW-mass index of recent 
aluminium design can be found in a range of 60 to 79 (Fig. 3-30).  

Fig. 3-30 allows a comparison of recent steel design with recent aluminium design as well as 
the comparison of optimised steel design with recent aluminium design. First, the recent steel 
design is compared with the recent aluminium design. Out of the BIW-mass index chart 
follows an average value for recent steel design of 109. For the recent aluminium design this 
results in an average value of 70. This results in a mass reduction potential between this two 
design steps of 36 %. 

Finally the range of mass reduction between optimised steel design and recent aluminium 
design is analysed (no optimised aluminium design is available). The BIW-mass index value 
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for recent aluminium design stays on 70. The average value for BIW-mass index of optimised 
steel design is 79. This results in an average weight advantage for aluminium of about 11 %. 

3.2 Hoods 

In this chapter the contents of two hood studies of the Forschungsgesellschaft Kraftfahr-
wesen mbH Aachen (fka) are described to point out mass differences of steel and aluminium 
hoods. Additionally the influences of new pedestrian protection requirements on hoods are 
shown. 

3.2.1 Simulation of Hoods 

At fka a study about the influence on mass of steel and aluminium was conducted [WOH05]. 
A digitised steel hood of a VW Golf V is examined in this study and several load cases are 
considered in a FE-simulation. The most important load cases for hoods are lateral stiffness, 
transversal stiffness and torsion stiffness. These load cases are shown in Fig. 3-31. In 
addition the buckling behaviour is analysed in this study. The main target was to determine 
the weight of the hoods by simulation at an equal performance. 
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Torsional stiffness:

(test load 100 N)

F = 481 N

 

Fig. 3-31: Load cases for structural stiffness 
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Within the study the reference steel hood is virtually substituted by an aluminium hood 
design with adapted sheet thicknesses. Thereby the topology and topography remains. The 
reference steel hood has an outer panel thickness of 0.72 mm and an inner panel thickness 
of 0.65 mm. In the resulting aluminium hood higher sheet thicknesses (outer panel 1.20 mm; 
inner panel 1.25 mm) are necessary in order to provide at least the same performance. 

The outer panel is rather responsible for dent requirements and the inner panel assures the 
structural stiffness. In order to test the dent resistance and the oil canning of the hoods, two 
different specimens are used. For the oil canning test a cylindrical steel plate with a diameter 
of 50 mm and for the dent resistance test a hemispherical steel indenter with a diameter of 
25 mm are used in simulation. Again the same performance as of the reference steel hood is 
achieved. 

The reference steel hood has a weight of 12.61 kg and the average estimated material costs 
amount to 8.89 €. As a result the aluminium hood weighs 8.10 kg and the average estimated 
material costs amount to 16.63 €. So, a mass reduction of 36 % is connected with a material 
cost increase of 87 %. 

3.2.2 Benchmark of Hoods 

In a benchmarking study of fka 20 aluminium and seven steel hoods (all original parts from 
series production vehicles) were benchmarked concerning torsional, lateral and transversal 
stiffness as well as for the weight and the size of the hoods. 

Within this chapter two different approaches are described, which deal with relationship of 
mass and structural performance. In the first approach the performance is related to mass 
and size. In this point aluminium and steel hoods are compared by structural performance 
and mass performance (mass per hood size).  

In the second approach mass is related to structural performance and size. Thereby the 
performance of steel hoods is decreased to the level of aluminium hoods and then they are 
compared by mass and size. 

The basis for these two approaches are several real tests, which are executed to determine 
the structural performance of the hoods. In this study lateral stiffness, transversal stiffness 
and torsional stiffness are tested. The result data is normalised for comparison. This 
normalisation is necessary to compare the different hood sizes. 

In the first approach the calculation of normalised stiffness is related to mass performance for 
the results of the real test. The mass performance points up the relationship between the 
mass and the surface of the hood. This value should reach preferably low values. As a result 
aluminium hoods exhibit higher structural performance at comparable mass and size of 25 % 
in average. 
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The basis for the second approach are the results of structural tests and the corresponding 
normalised stiffness values of the steel and aluminium hoods. The average structural 
performance of the normalised stiffness of the aluminium hoods is about 27 % lower than 
that of the steel hoods.  

In the next step of this second approach the performance of the steel hoods is adapted to 
that of the aluminium hoods by decreasing the sheet thickness virtually (Fig. 3-32). This is 
done with the help of a FE-simulation based on the data of the ULSAC steel hood.  
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Fig. 3-32: FE-simulation chart 

The value for the average structural performance of the stiffness can be used as input for the 
FE-simulation chart. In Fig. 3-32 the curves for lateral, transversal and torsional stiffness are 
itemised. By this chart it is possible to calculate the allowed mass reduction of a steel hood to 
reach the lower stiffness level of an aluminium hood. Based on the measured 27 % lower 
structural performance a mass reduction of 18 % is determined by the help of the FE-
simulation result chart. So, if the steel hood is 18 % lighter than the original steel hood, it 
reaches the same stiffness level as the aluminium hood. 

The weight of the steel hood after the 18 %-weight reduction is used for the further cal-
culation. This calculation considers the hood sizes (mass performance). For that calculation 
the average surface for the steel and the aluminium hoods is used. Regarding only the mass, 
the examined aluminium hoods are in average 32 % lighter than the steel hoods and the cor-
responding mass performance of the aluminium hoods is 41 % lower (Fig. 3-33). 
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Fig. 3-33: Results of second approach of benchmarking study  

When reducing the mass of the steel hoods by the determined 18 % the same performance 
level for both materials is reached. If these hoods are compared the mass reduction amounts 
to 17 % and the corresponding mass performance of aluminium is 28 % lower than that of 
steel. 

3.2.3 ULSAC Hoods 

In the UltraLight Steel Auto Closures Study (ULSAC) especially body parts like hoods, doors 
and trunk-lids were studied by FE-simulation concerning the mass reduction potential at 
equal performance values. Basis for the project was a benchmark of several 1997 vehicles 
(e.g. Audi A6, BMW 528I, Ford Probe, Porsche Boxster, VW Golf, VW Passat etc.). Like in 
the hood benchmark the parameter mass performance is used again.  

The conventional hood consists of the outer and inner panel. In this study two kinds of hoods 
are analysed, a conventional hood and a hood with integrated front grill. Out of the analysis 
of several hoods that are already on market results an average mass performance of 
11.5 kg/m². By optimisation results the ULSAC hoods which are shown in Fig. 3-34. 

Range Average (kg/m²) (kg)

Hood - Conventional* 7.9 13.3

Hood - Grill Integrated* 7.9 13.7

Hood - Conventional** 8.5 14.3

Hood - Grill Integrated** 8.4 14.7

ULSAC

8.8-14.2 11.5 8.0

Benchmark (kg/m²) Target 
(kg/m²)

*  with steel sandwich material inner panel
** with sheet steel inner panel  

Fig. 3-34: Mass comparison [IIS00] 
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For both configurations (conventional and grill integrated) a ULSAC hood with inner panel out 
of sandwich material and one with an inner panel out of sheet steel is developed. The 
ULSAC hoods with sandwich material are 31 % lighter than a conventional hood and the 
sheet steel hoods are 26 % to 27 % lighter. 

To determine torsional rigidity, the hood is constrained at the hinges and at one of the front 
bump stops while loaded vertically. For bending stiffness, the hood is constrained at the 
hinges while the load was applied at the front edge. To determine side beam stiffness, the 
hood was constrained at the hinges and bump stops while vertical loads were applied 
independently at each side beam at the centreline of the section. As a result, the targets for 
torsion rigidity and bending stiffness are exceeded for both hood configurations as shown in 
Fig. 3-35. 
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≥

≥
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≥

≥
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≥

≥
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(N/mm)

Actual 
(N/mm)

Torsional rigidity >= 5.8 6.3
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≥

≥
 

Fig. 3-35: Structural performance [IIS00] 

3.2.4 Conclusion 

The performed hood studies point out, that the substitution of steel by aluminium allows a 
mass reduction of approx. 25 to 36 %. This mass reduction goes along with a material cost 
increase of up to 87 % (based on averaged material prices of November 2005).  

3.3 Bumper 

Bumpers are mainly loaded for bending when hitting an obstacle. In chapter 2.2.4 the load 
case 3-point bending is described as machanic formula. This load case describes the loading 
of a bumper at best. Although there is less data for bumper weight available, the following 
comparison is chosen for demonstration. But the available data serves well for illustration, 
because the selected parts are from the same vehicle type of the same OEM.  

In recent years, some OEMs were using aluminium, whereas in previous years, steel was 
usually applied. Currently, some OEMs, e.g. BMW, have switched back to steel solutions. 
Fig. 3-36 shows one example for the comparison of an aluminium and a steel rear bumper, 
both BMW parts. The aluminium bumper is used in the old BMW 5-Series (E39) that has a 
curb weight of 1570 kg. It is made out of one aluminium part and has a mass of 4 kg. The 
steel bumper is used in the actual BMW 5-Series (E60) that has a curb weight of 1545 kg. It 
is made out of one steel part and has a mass of 3.7 kg. So, the new steel bumper is 8 % 
lighter than the aluminium design. 
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steelaluminium

 

Fig. 3-36: Comparison of aluminium and steel rear bumper 

A detailed overview of material and weight allocation in the front and in the rear bumper of 
the BMW E39 and the E60 shows Fig. 3-37. Including the crash boxes, the potential for 
weight reduction by usage of a steel bumper can be shown. In the rear bumper a weight 
reduction of 22.1 % is realised by steel. 

steel1.16 + 1.16steel1.81 + 1.92Crashelement (left/right)Rear end

Body part

-22.1 %6.027.73Sum

steel3.7aluminium4.0Bumper

E60E39
materialweight [kg]materialweight [kg]

steel1.16 + 1.16steel1.81 + 1.92Crashelement (left/right)Rear end

Body part

-22.1 %6.027.73Sum

steel3.7aluminium4.0Bumper

E60E39
materialweight [kg]materialweight [kg]

 

Fig. 3-37: Bumper of BMW E39 and E60 [ETK06] 

This is one example that a steel bumper might get lighter than an aluminium bumper. 
Especially UHSS have the potential for realisation of light weight bumpers made out of steel. 
On the other hand in most cases aluminium bumpers are lighter than comparable steel 
bumpers, yet [WEL05]. But this weight advantage of an aluminium bumper might decrease in 
future, as the example of BMW shows. 

3.4 Front Structure 

Especially the front end is very important for crash performance of a vehicle. The influence of 
steel and aluminium structures in this vehicle area are described in this chapter. 

3.4.1 Benchmarking of a Front Structure 

A comprehensive automotive benchmarking study of aluminium and steel front structures 
was conducted by fka. The body structures of the recent BMW 5-Series (E60) and the 
previous model (E39) were analysed. The front structures were disassembled and all parts 
were analysed regarding weight, dimensions, thicknesses and joining techniques.  

To analyse the front structure it is systematically divided into five areas (Fig. 3-38). The fire 
wall area (FW), the wheelhouse area, divided in left and right side (WHL, WHR) and the 
longitudinal beam area, also divided in left and right side (LBL, LBR). 
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Fig. 3-38: Allocation of front structures 

The analysis of the BMW E60 shows that special technologies like castings, extrusions and 
hydroformed parts are used in addition to aluminium sheet metal. The detailed results of this 
benchmark are listed in Fig. 3-39. The analysed BMW E60 front structure has an 11 kg 
weight advantage compared to the E39. In the analysed E60 front structure, 63 % of the 
weight consists of aluminium parts and 37 % of steel parts. In the E39 all parts of the front 
structure are made of steel. The number of parts in the analysed E60 front structure is about 
18 % higher compared to the BMW E39. Six sheets are applied in the BMW E60 to adapt the 
aluminium component of the body to the steel part. 
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Fig. 3-39: Comparison of both structures 
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In addition the performance of the complete body structure is tested. The BMW E60 body 
structure torsion stiffness, i.e. front structure, passenger compartment and rear structure, is 
about 47 % higher than at the E39. When considering only the body structure and windows, 
the difference is 15 %. The additional parts, like subframe, strut tower bar, bumper and IP-
support, have a high influence on the torsion stiffness of the BMW E60. In contrast, they do 
not contribute much to the E39’s performance. The bending stiffness of the BMW E60 body 
structure, including all additional parts is 41 % higher than at the E39. Concerning the crash 
performance both 5-Series models achieved four stars in the EuroNCAP test rating. 

A cost analysis of both BMW front structures was conducted. An extensive cost model was 
generated, based on the technical input of a very detailed analysis of the front structures. 
The cost model assumes series production of the vehicles and allows variations of input 
parameters. The calculation of the results is done with a standardised production volume of 
225000 units per year. The cost analysis showes that the E60 front structure is about 59 % 
more expensive concerning material, forming and assembly costs. 

The results show that the high stiffness values of the E60 are caused by the much stiffer 
steel passenger compartment and the more influencing additional parts. No special 
advantage with regard to body structure stiffness can be attributed to the usage of 
aluminium. Consequently, the same performance is also possible using steel in the front 
structure. 

3.4.2 Lightweight Front End Structures 

The lightweight front end structure study by the Auto/Steel Partnership demonstrates in 
simulation and hardware the mass reduction potential of rail/bumper system by substitution 
of conventional steel through  AHSS [ASP06]. The reference car for the project is a recent 5-
passenger mid-size sedan. The solution for the new rail/bumper system is constrained by the 
package of the reference vehicle.  

The existing vehicle’s performance in crash as well as in static and dynamic stiffness should 
maintain on the same level. It has to fulfil the requirements of the frontal NCAP 35 mph rigid 
barrier impact and of the IIHS 40 mph deformable barrier offset impact as well as static and 
dynamic stiffness requirements. 

The baseline design of the bumper rail assembly contains the bumper and the two rails. The 
last ones consist of several rail elements and reinforcements. Together with the bumper it 
has a mass of 39.23 kg.  

In the new design (Fig. 3-40) all parts are made of dual phase steel (DP800 or DP980). The 
bumper rail assembly is designed as a laser welded blank (LWB), so it is one part with 
different areas of thickness. Most reinforcements are eliminated. This assembly weighs 
30.46 kg, so it is 22.4 % lighter than the conventional one. At the same time it is providing the 
same performance concerning crash and stiffness. 
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Fig. 3-40: New design – Bumper/Rail Assembly [ASP06] 

The AHSS rail and bumper design was validated by conducting an real NCAP 35 mph rigid 
barrier impact test. The bumper and the front section of the rails crushed completely and 
there was no significant deformation of the A-Pillar, B-Pillar, roof rails and rail extension rear. 
The B-pillar acceleration peak of the new AHSS design was lower than that of the baseline 
design. Overall, the new AHSS design had an NCAP performance similar to that of the 
baseline design. 

 

Fig. 3-41: NCAP 35 mph crash test [ASP06] 
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4 Summary and Outlook 

In this study the mass reduction potential of steel and aluminium was analysed. In order to 
give a general impression about the mass reduction potential several applications and con-
cepts were compared. For a basic comprehension the mechanic fundamentals were explain-
ed and referred to vehicle demands.  

The most important load cases on a vehicle body are bending stiffness, torsion stiffness and 
tensile strength as well as three-point bending. Analytical formulas explaining this basic load 
cases were investigated in detail.  

Fundamental analysis of selected simple load cases (e.g. bending stiffness and three-point 
bending) and mild steel only (lowest strength steel) shows the potential for aluminium to 
achieve 50 % or even 60 % mass reduction (if no package space restrictions are applied). 
Under these conditions the often-stated assumption that mass can be reduced by up to 50 % 
by the application of aluminium could be supported – but not for a complete vehicle structure 
– only for the two selected simple load case bending stiffness and torsion of an open profile. 
Concerning package requirements all analysed aluminium grades need 40 % more package 
space than the analysed steel grades in that two load cases. 

On the other hand, fundamental analysis of other selected simple load cases and the use of 
high strength steel shows that aluminium has a mass reduction potential equivalent or less 
than steel. E.g. in the two load cases tensile strength and three-point bending steel grades 
like MS 1250/1520 and aluminium 7021 T6 both can reach a mass reduction of 80 % in 
comparison to mild steel. Thus, the relevance of package demands at same performance 
increases. E.g. for closed profiles there is no mass difference at equal performance between 
aluminium and steel, but steel needs three times less wall thickness (package) than 
aluminium. In these load cases steel is as light as aluminium. 

In actual vehicle body structures, where load cases are much more complex than selected 
simple cases, neither of the above fundamental scenarios are achievable for itself. But the 
load cases are fundamental parameters for crash simulation and topology optimisation of a 
body structure, because the definition of a suitable compromise between stiffness, crash and 
further body requirements is the main challenge in the development of a body structure. So, 
there are no available direct comparisons of vehicle structures, however this study evaluates 
current production and concept vehicles in both steel and aluminium design and makes mass 
comparisons. 

The results indicate that aluminium may achieve 11 % to 36 % mass reduction depending on 
whether it is compared to optimised steel design or to recent (non optimised) steel design. 
This results out of the fact that concept steel cars like the UltraLight Steel Auto Body, the 
NewSteelBody® or the Arcelor Body Concept show that within a consequent usage of new 
steel grades and optimised steel design a mass reduction of up to 25 % in comparison to 
former steel design. A comparison of this optimised steel design with recent aluminium 
design leads to the conclusion that a mass reduction of 11 % by aluminium is possible. In the 
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aluminium design of recent vehicles steel applications of the predecessor are substituted by 
aluminium. A mass reduction of 21 % to 36 % to the former steel design is possible, here.  

Since new vehicle design are globally moving toward more optimised design and greater 
usage of high strength and advanced high strength steel (typical new BIW-structures use 
50 % to 60 % percent high and advanced high strength steels), it must be concluded that the 
mass reduction potential for aluminium compared to steel will be closer to the lower end 
(11 %) of the range. 

The performed hood studies pointed out, that the substitution of steel by aluminium allows a 
mass reduction of approx. 25 % to 36 %. This mass reduction goes along with a material 
cost increase. The UltraLight Steel Auto Closures study showed, that also in steel design 
mass reduction is possible by a consequent usage of advanced high-strength steels.  

Today, for bumper material steel is as usual as aluminium. Aluminium is mostly used to 
decrease the mass. But on the other hand it is also possible to design steel bumpers that a 
up to 8 % lighter than a corresponding aluminium bumper. 

The analysis of front structures shows that a lower weight for this area of approx. 18 % is 
possible with aluminium. This goes along with a higher amount of parts (+18 %) and higher 
costs for material, forming and assembly (+59 %). On the other hand it is also possible to 
decrease weight by an optimised steel design. A weight reduction of about 22.4 % for a 
bumper rail system is possible. At the same time the number of parts was decreased. 

So new developments on the steel side should help to reduce further the gap in the weight 
saving potential, that is established at some applications. Examples could be found were 
steel nearly reaches an equal weight performance like aluminium. But also the development 
of aluminium technology processes. Aluminium tailor welded blanks are in development 
[VAN05], that should help to optimise weight of aluminium bodies as well as new aluminium 
grades that are specially designed for their application. Also on the steel side new materials 
like TWIP-steel might help to use steel more weight efficient. 
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5 Formula Symbols and Indices 

ACS  cross section area [mm] 

AP  package area of a profile [mm²] 

AP,al  package area of an aluminium profile [mm²] 

AP,st  package area of a steel profile [mm²] 

b  width [mm] 

bm  width at neutral axis [mm] 

D  outer diameter of the hollow profile [mm] 

d  inner diameter of the hollow profile [mm] 

dm  mean diameter of the hollow profile [mm] 

E  modulus of elasticity [N/mm2] 

E1  modulus of elasticity (material 1) [N/mm2] 

E2  modulus of elasticity (material 2) [N/mm2] 

F  load [N] 

FB   bending force [N] B

Fmax   maximum load [N] 

FPL  plastic load [N] 

FT   torsion force [N] 

f  deflection [mm] 

G  modulus of shearing [N/mm2] 

G1  modulus of shearing (material 1) [N/mm2] 

G2  modulus of shearing (material 2) [N/mm2] 

h   height of a beam [mm] 

h1  height of a beam (material 1) [mm] 

h2  height of a beam (material 2) [mm] 
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hal  height of an aluminium profile [mm] 

hm  height at neutral axis [mm] 

href  height of a beam (reference material) [mm] 

hst  height of a steel profile [mm] 

I  geometrical moment of inertia [m4] 

Ia  axial moment of inertia [mm4] 

Ia,1  axial moment of inertia (material 1) [mm4] 

Ia,2  axial moment of inertia (material 2) [mm4] 

Ip  polar moment of inertia [mm4] 

Ip,c  polar moment of inertia of a thin-walled closed round profile [mm4] 

Ip,o  polar moment of inertia of a thin-walled open round profile [mm4] 

It  torsional moment of inertia [mm4] 

It,1  torsional moment of inertia (material 1) [mm4] 

It,2  torsional moment of inertia (material 2) [mm4] 

l  length [mm] 

MT  torsion moment [Nm] 

m  mass [kg] 

m1  mass material 1 [kg] 

m2  mass material 2 [kg] 

mal  mass aluminium profile [kg] 

mref  mass reference material [kg 

mst  mass steel profile [kg]] 

R  outer radius [mm] 

Re  yield strength [N/mm2] 

Rm  resistance to extension [N/mm2] 
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Rm1  resistance to extension (material 1) [N/mm2] 

Rm2  resistance to extension (material 2) [N/mm2] 

r  (inner) radius [mm] 

rm  central radius [mm] 

t  thickness [mm] 

t1  thickness (material 1) [mm] 

t2  thickness (material 2) [mm] 

tal  thickness of an aluminium profile [mm] 

tref  thickness (reference material) [mm] 

tst  thickness of a steel profile [mm] 

W0  axial resistance moment [mm3] 

α  profile coefficient 

ϕ  angle [deg] 

η3  correction factor 

σ  stress [N/mm2] 

ρ  density [kg/m3] 

ρ1  density (material 1) [kg/m3] 

ρ2  density (material 2) [kg/m3] 

υ  Poisson number [1] 
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